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WHY WILLIE GROANS IN HIS SLEEP

YELLOW JACK STILL

NUMBER

22,I-

-

PORTSMOUTH REPORT

HOLDING DEAD1Y RULE

GENERALLY DOUBTED

Number of Deaths Slightly Increased, But Tel
ft.,.
egrams Remain Hopeful that Cricis

That Japan Has Proposed to Wave All Indemnity
and Leave the Price of

is Reached.

Half of

FIFTH WEEK OF FIGHT AGAINST DREAD
New

Cases are Light With Many Recoveries,
Disease is Dying Out in Old Centers
of Infection.
IS

WATCHES

QUARWTINbD FROM

ALL

OTHER

began with the continuance of
favorable conditions and with reason
for the hope that the crisis is passed,

HOLMES SURRENDERS

ENGINEER BERRY

leaths.

THE

PLACES

5.

LIGHT ATTACK IN NEW
CASES IS SIGNIFICANT.
New Orleans, I.a.. Auk. 28. The
fifth week of the fight against yellow
fever began today, with a continuance of favorable conditions and a
feeling that the crisis has passed. The
fact that there are only 199 cases under t; eatnient and many of them of
the lightest character, is especially
significant.
ALL" TOWNS QUARANTINE
THE CITY OF NATCHEZ
New Orleans, I.a., Aug. 28. The
fifth week of the fight against yellow-feve- r

Washington.
John
C,
Washington, D. C, Aug. 28 Edwin
S. Holmes, Jr., former associate stat- J. Berry, chief engineer of the Union
istician of the agricu.tural depart- Pacific railroad at Omaha, has been apment who was indicted In connection pointed a member of the board of
with the cotton leak investigation, to- consulting engineers, which 'will meet
I).

day gave himself up to the United at Washington. September 1, to dis
cuss the building of the Panama canal
Holmes appeared before Justice He fills the vacancy made by the res
Stafford and gav bond in the sum of ignatlon of Herman Schussler.
ten thousand dollars.
Deaf Mutes Have Grievance.
New York, Aug. 28. The deaf mutes
who recently held their state conven
TAFT PARTY IS
tion In Elmira, have a grievance
BACK AT MANILA against the city authorities. Under
the laws the authorities require that
every deaf mute who desires to obtain
Manila, Aug. 28. A dispatch receiv- free education in the public schools
ed here this morning reported the ar must submit a declaration that he is
rival of the transport Ixigan at Olan-gop- indigent and unable to pay for his edwith Secretary Taft and party ucation. This, the deaf mutes deon board.
cided was humiliating, and they pass
The Logan is scheduled to arrive at ed resolutions condemning the practhis port this morning and came in tice and demanding a change of the
on time. Olangopo Is a harbor in Su method.
ing bay on the southeast roast of
Luzon, within short sail from Manila
TAKING MACEDONIA
and is the base of the American-Philippinsquadron.
o

e

AFFAIRS FROM PORTE

Prohibits Open State Campaign.
Columbus, O., Aug. 28. In accord
ance with the State executive com
miitee's decision the state campaign
of the prohibitionists was opened
Saturday night with a public meeting,
which was addressed by a number
of prominent prohibitionists of this
state, including some of the state can
dldates.

Constantinople, Aug. 28. A collective note from six embassies, giving
notice of the appointment of commissioners to control the finances of Macedonia, was presented to the porte today.

Printers' Eight Hour Convention,
Atlanta, Ga.t Aug. 28. Members of
the typographical unions of North
and South Carolina, Georgia. Alabama,
Mississippi,
IiOuisiana, Tennessee,
CHINESE MERCHANTS
Kentucky, Virginia and Florida, met
OPPOSE BOYCOTT here today to consider a plan for organizing into a centtal lody with a
view to demanding the adoption of an
Washington, D. C, Aug. 28. Of par- eight hour day and enforcing the de- ticular Importance to southern cotton tinind, beginning with the first of next
spinners and weavers is the announce- year.
ment by Minister Rockhill today that
the Chinese boycott on American Women's Western Golf Tournament.
j
Chicago, 111., Aug. 28. The annua!
goods Is aliout to l lifted.
Cabling from Peking the minister tournament of the Women's Western
says his information is to the effect Golf championship opened at the links
boycott as a of the Homewood Golf club this morn- that the
ing.
The first event was the team
whole is gradually subsiding.
at Shanghai competition against liogey for the
Chinese merchants
dealing in piece goods, are strongly Higgins trophy. In the afternoon, a
opposing the boycott and are taking lone-clumatch, nine holes, for those
steps which tne minister believes are scoiing In the morning games, was
likely to break it as far as piece goods played. The tournament will close on
September 2.
is concerned.
b

DAYS.

UINTAH LANDS
SELECTED TODAY

Of GENERAL STRIKE

Aug. 28.

States marshal.

NOT THE CAUSE OF HIS NlGHTMARF. THESE LATE SUMMER

PRINTERS ON POINT

ON PANAMA BOARD

AND GIVES BOND

.

1

HIS STOMACH

EMPEROR

PRESIDING

Portsmouth. N. H., Aug. 28. The
Associated Press has definite knowl
edge that several days ago President
Roosevelt was authorized on behalf of
Japan to waive all claims for indemnity or reimbursement for the cost of
the war, and to cede back to Russia
the northern half of Sakhalin, leaving
the question of the redemption price
of the sale to arbitration of a mixed
commission.
This statement was transmitted to
the Russian emperor by the American
at St. . Petersburg .. and the
ambassador
I
t .
T.
1 ress ieieiuiu aiiHuuuetu
ssocuucu
that the czar's reply was "perfectly
responsive."
There is reason to believe that this
proposition on behalf of Japan was
not clearly understood at Peterhof,
but was supposed to tie a revival of
the effort of Japan to secure indemnity under the guise of a purchase of a
fraction of Sakhalin. It is believed
that the conference held last evening
tiy Messrs. Witte and Takahira was
for the purpose of clearing up the situation and it is now not Impossible
that the following precedent, of Its ally, Great Britain, Japan will agree to
settle the whole question of the redemption price of Sakhalin as the
Dogger Ranks troubles were adjust-

e

Total deaths to date, 200.

COURT

Japan is Not Anticipative of Peace. But an Important
ference of Cabinet and Elder States
men is neid

While

from the fact that there are only 199
cases tinder treatment and many of
them of the lightest character, being
especially significant.
In thirty-oncases In the preceding twenty-fou- r
hours, there are only five Italians,
and there are only three cases reported from the foreign Infected quarter.
feel that when the
The authorities
sickness Is practically stamped out of
this district it wiil be comparatively
easy to control It elsewhere. Hence
there is encouragement in Sunday's
report.
Fatalities
continue largely
among the foreign element. Surgeon
Guiterres went to Patterson today and
Surgeon Corput started on a tour of
country.
Surgeon
fh esurrounding
Von Rxdorf has started for Leeville,
from which Information continue vague, owing to its Isolation.
Today's reports bring advices of a
general quarantine against Natchez,
all Mississippi towns cutting off communication with that city, which is
not difficult in view of the fact that It
is not on the main line of railroad.

Now Orleans. I.a., Auk. 28. Following is the yellow fever situation:
New cases at noon today, reported
Since 6 o'clock p. ni. Sunday,
Total to date, 1,705.

SAKHALIN ISLAND TO THE ARBITRATION

PLAGUE

1

ed.

Drawn Have
First Fifty
Chosen Locations and
Some Sold.

It is believed that the Toklo council, which la in session today, is con-

AT

IT

IN

Con-

PERSON TODAY

war or the ratification of peace. No
manifestations
have occurred from
the outwardly critical situation.
JAPANESE PUBLIC HAVE
LOST HOPE OF PEACE
Toklo, Aug. 28. The public here remains uninformed in regard to late developments regarding the Portsmouth
conference, but It seems convinced
that peace Is hopeless. The market
reflected this sentiment. After opening today prices sharply declined.
NEITHER INDEMNITY NOR
CESSION WAS QUESTION
Portmouth, N. H Aug. 28. It la
now learned that the conference between Witte and Takahira last evening did not bear upon the question of
tiie cession of Sakhalin or the question of Indemnity.
THEMSELVES ARE
WITHOUT HOPE OF RESULTS
Aug. 28.
Portsmouth, N. H
frankly expressed his skepticism as to the effect of any new proposal Japan may be able to offer. lie
does not believe Japan will withdraw
entirely her demand for reimbursement of the expense of the war, and
to scale it down or attempt to
It In another form he declares
would not change the situation.
Mr. Takaharl is quoted as having
replied In the negative when asked
whether a modification of the Japanese proposal would touch the question
of Indemnity, but such response mar
only be technical. A clear road out
of the embrogllo, by which Japan
could obtain a very large sum and
Russia stand by her present declare-tioncan be discerned if Japan will
offer to withdraw the price Bhe places
upon the redemption of the northern
half of the Island and place It upon
the basis, for Instance as the president suggests, of determination by
mixed conference. Witte personally,
it Is believed, sympathizes with such
a solution and would not be averse to
a genuine redemption. He recognle
the de facto possession of the Island
by Japan, and her claims to reimbursement for Its relinquishment.
ENVOYS

die-gui- se

sidering this. It Is not true that the
adjournment which was agreed upon
Sunday night until Tuesday afterIn Great Central Cities of the Country Over
noon, was made at
of
President Roosevelt. There is reason
It
FULL ACCOUNT OF RESERVATION for believing he knew nothing of
is
Eight Hour j Work Day-Chic- ago
but that the adjournment was by mutagreement
between the Russians
ual
Storm Center.
Vernal, t'tah, August 28. The bos and Takahira.
telrles of this town are taxed to their IMPORTANT COUNCIL
utmost capacity to take care of the
EMPEROR PRESIDING
Chicago, Aug. 28. Having planned other cities where the Typothatae lias large crowds of laudseekers assem
Aug. 28. A conference of
Toklo,
enough funds to carry a small army been advertising for men to work un- bled here to register their claims ac- cabinet officers and eider statesmen
of men on a strike indefinitely, the of- der the "open shop" plan.
which began early this morning, adWith ttuse cities themselves in the cording to the rotation in which the journed at 2 o'clock this afternoon,
ficers of the Typographical union here
today demanded signed agreements throes of a strike, the members of nunibe.s of their claims were drawn and the participants proceeded to the
from members of the Typothatae for Typogiaphical union No. 16 believe at Provo, Utah. According to the ar place where deliberations were conday, under the threat of that there would be no surplus scab rangement of the commissioners of tinued under the presidency of the
an eight-hou- r
printers to be secured.
an instant strike.
emperor. It Is believed thatthe deBy this plan It Is intended to have
In addition to the six shops which public lands the claims were entered
will mean a continuance of tKe
cision
1
a general stilke of Job printers in all posted "open shop" notices Saturday at several Mints between August
the big cities near Chicago, from Ohio and came under the ban of the union, and 12th. The drawing at Provo de
twenty-seveother members of the termined the order in which the claims
to Missouri and Minnesota.
WATROUS BUSINESS MAN
OF
Chicago Typothatae are threatened. were to be taken up and the home- A PARLIAMENT
Local unionists plan to halt the
compositors The union officials expect about ten stead registerles made. Today only
of
FIGURES IN ELOPEMENT
VARIOUS NATIONS
from St. Louis, Minneapolis, St. Paul, of the remaining firms w ill declare for the tli Ht fifty of the fortunate claim
Indianapolis, Cincinnati, Cleveland and war.
ants, whose numbers were drawn
Sedalia, Mo., Aug. 25. Claude Wen-sel- l,
Brussels, Belgium, Aug. 28. The
were given an opportunity to have
who was reared In Pettis county,
the
of
conference
International
registered
claims
homestead
their
union opened In the but who Is manager of a large merMany of them sold sold out their land
right after the registration ot their house of parliament this morning. chandise store at Watrous, N. M., and.
The morning session was principally Miss Maude E. Murrill, of Hamilton,
claims at good figures.
today. Tne
The reseivation which is now being devoted to the formalities of receiving; Mo., weie married herewas
an elopeopened to settlement, compulses 215,. the delegates and their credentials bride admitted that it
by
uou acres, walled in on three sides and of appointing the various com- ment, and advised her relatives
by the L'intah and Wasatch ranges mittees. In the afternoon session the telegraph of her marriage, immediafter the ceremony. She said
and extending on lis eastern slope organization of the conference will be ately
be forgiven.
to the Green river, whose tributaries pe, fected and the consideration of the she knew that she would
drain It. For its greater pait it is a questions before the conference will
Will Travel Far to Wed.
worthless,
but be begun. They Include various probwaste, apparently
Philadelphia, Pa., Aug. 28. Mls
house
second
in
the
lems
discussed
lie
many
spots
can
which
are
there
28
Logansport, Ind., Aug.
One man
was killed, another
fatally injured
Myrtle Campbell, daughter of Mr.
used for agricultural purposes to ad conference, which remained undecid- John A. Campbell, of Pittsburg, Fax.,
day.
were
considerapostponed
for
ed
and
and a number of passengers seriously
are
rich
vantage.
that,
there
Resides
Fireman Walter Eversole is dead,
at a future meeting, the question sailed today with a party of missioninjured in a collision between an ex- pinioned beneath the engine. Engin- deposits of Gilsouite, and even gold tion
or periodical conferences of represen- aries for Persia, to become the wifelo
In
difl'eient
found
to
be
and
silver
eer Grady was thrown beneath the
of the nations; means of en- - of the Rev. Norman Ewer, a missioncursion train and a freight on tie engine
1BS u.up-...,n.- .uc
. rerla.
and both legs severed. There calities on the reservation, although tatives
confer- Pennsylvania
railroad in the yards were about four hundred passengers, the exact location of tha deposits are forcing the decisions of these
Mr.
Ewer
Rev.
and
'he
f,.t.,iA
n.i
e. to love one another when theylearned
not yet definitely known.
were
about three miles from here early" to ail of whom suffered to some extent.
Of the total area, over l.nno.uijii whins; the preparation of model arbl-- i classmates at Geneva college, from
rnianent tratlon treaty; the proposition of es which they graduated in lfc'JS. Mr.
acres have been placed In
reserve, which gear. the tim- tablishing an international academyi Campbell has charge of a mission
never has there been such Intense ri- forest
OPENING DAY OF
ber but does not stop tie .nine hun of peace; the proposition to estab- church in Hanadani, Persia, under the
valry between mothers of the babies ters;
en reserved lish a permanent congress of nations, management of the Reformed Presby-teiia-n
25,NIM acres have
as this year. Besides the baCHILDREN'S WEEK entered
their lierds; etc.
Indians to gra
church.
by parade, which will be the principal for theacres
The conference will last three days
have be
taken for the
of the carnival, there will also li.Slli
feature...........
every
two
lie
will
sessions
there
and
military
reservation;
Duschesi
Fort
......
'W
l.,e,nl.1 . ...
I.. liU- wi
Tbitti
....... I... fxn mas. Uei II lie
..ii iI.q
Asbury Park, N. J., Aug
lie m.ul
In TROLLEY CAR CONDUCTOR
have b
slotted to the In day. This evening a reception
"
Is the opening day of the Children's
fills leaves about honor of the foielgn delegates will be
in severalty
"idians
KILLED AT LAS VEGAS
i.unr.
l.UiU.uiiii acres tor actual settle! s. Of given at, the Parliament building by
Carnival week, which has become an euiuitai on
Tomorrow there wi be a grand re- this remaining area about
Tos the Belgian group of delegates.
annual institution and is considered ception
in honor of the queen of the
Late Saturday afternoon at I as
are piactically valueless for morrow night a gala performance
the crowning event of the .summer
s
Vegas. Frank Baker, employed as a,
agricultural purposes, but the rest is will be given In honor of the
season. The carnival week usually at- fairies.
at the Theatre de la Monnale. conductor on the hot springs electric
very desirable. More of the land may
tracts large crowds of visitors liom
Miss Sutton in Cincinnati.
The last stjsslon will be held at Liege, line, was ground to death beneath hia
be made available by iirigation.
all parts of the east to the resort and
an8.
Aug.
-O.,
The
Cincinnati,
Today there- is no railroad nearer where an exhibition Is in progress. car. At the lime of the accident
tliis year is no exception from the
was leaning over In front of the
rule in that respect. Hotel accommo-dar'on- s nouncement that Miss May Sutton, than forty miles to the reservation, Lunch will be served at Festival hall
arc nt a premium ami there is the Biitish Tennis champion, would but the fact that Gilsouite is found and nfTer n d loiirn muni nil tivniirclnn car frying to adjust the fender, when
unusual cxi Iten.eiit aw. ng ' he visitthe reservation will soon change will be made to Mariamont and Char- - he lost his balance and fell beneath
only be present, but take part In on
this. The new ly built l'intah railway, lercl to visit the famous mines and the car while it was running at high
ors of the gentle sex over the coming not
j speed.
events. The principal interest centers, the conttbt, attracted a large number from Mack, Colo., to Its present ter- - factories.
to the opening of the. minus at Dragon, I'tah, will quickly
which of
is usual, ;oin the baby paiade,
championship tennis tourna- - be extended to connect with the
be on u much larger scale
promises
"ii the courts of the Cincinat sonite deposits in various paits of
thin ever before. Coiisicu viiw the fact
That will be of
tha'. last year t.iere were about 3u0 Tennis Club. Mr. Ileal Wright, who the reservation.
babies in the jaradc, lias would mean also took part in the British con-- I great help to the settlers, and will
a remarkable gul tiering of ycungsters. tests, will also take part in the cou- considerably Increase the value of
t might test for singles.
their lands.
The celebration will bi
wl'.h the coronation of .Miss C.ara
lii.'te Logan, of New York, as queen
of ' e cainl'al. In Jcnoi of the event
ti.' re will be a brand cotoe. Mon ball

an

the

,

n

non-unio-

TWO KILLED AND FOUR

HUNDRED ARE HURT

f,

,,;i, fr

'

t

-

I

'

i

three-fourth-

--

dele-Kate-

RUSSIAN PROFESSORS
MAKE

URGE

-

DEMANDS

e

Odessa, Aug. 28. The minister of
public instruction has notified the of-- j
of the .oca. university and oth- er institutions that it is his intention
to amend the universiy satuies of
1SS4, which have been condemned by
the professors and students ail over

j

the count ry.
At a meeting today of

j

unUie

ten: ilit'.

C'aia Theresa K..prc, ot East
O'uime. N. .1., will "e the first maid
f honor and lady
in vailing to Queen
Tl'anla In Hie queen's party this year.
AM ing the other maids of honor will
b" Mi-- s Ju'.ia Strang, o' New York;
Miss line McG.I'Irick. of Brooklyn;
Miss Nellie
of Old Bridge,
N. J.; Miss Evelvn leering, of lirooklyn; Miss Aila Smith, of Kaston, Pa.;
of IVnicola,
Miss Anna Kosasco.
Fia ; Miss Rosalind Clews, of East
Orange, and Miss Daily I.ando. of
Fort .Minion, Costa Rico. Dr. Edwin
T. Obalcston, of New York, wi.l act as
court jester to Queen Titania.
The number of prizes offered to
the winners at the baby parade Is larger tins year than ever before ami
M.s.;

OFFICERS SERVANTS

Aug. 2V Follow ing cci s' peisonal military servants at the
t
rs s lit I.lao Yang, front, making the otllceis' allowance
the Russian
Mukcieii and the battle in the Sea of provide them with servants, and doing
Japan, persistent demands were made away with military servants as now
upon the war otlii ; tor many army re-- j allowed. Tills will Increase the
One of the results of this is ing force of the army by nearly &h,hj0
the proposition to do away with otli- - men,
J

fight-lorm-

'

CAREER OF TAGLIAFERRI

FEARFUL FALL THROUGH

i

MUST GO IN RANKS
St. Petersburg.

METEORIC MATRIMONIAL

i

profes-ficiai- s

(mi,.r of tt,I1KS js established and
the people generally are given all civil
rights, and universities are granted
full academic autonomy.
IK.W

j

312

Gil-me-

TWELVE HUNDRED FEET
St. Louis,

Mo, Anu.

S.

Relea-iu-

lion to make a ha. loon ascension.
'he ... i.iiri.n I I'aini io lll.lt..

g

attached to a
on the train
his eraopened to the
parachute as t he hit
wind, twelve hundred feet alum- the
IIS year
old.
urouud. ill ii W'llliai;
today at Red
as dash, d to deal
(
111.
House Park, near ah ikla,
to haveThe tragedy is sa
the result of the vu .iu's determiua-

i

i

.1

-

As
I

II-

-

sient, Williams rushed forward, seiz--o, bis
the traiiee bar.
t,.i,.,s. ;,,o,l bye." As Hi., li.ira- clnite. commenced to fill in the w ind.
Williams, whose
strength was ex- hauted, was jerked loose from- the
bar and his body shot downward. The
aeronaut was uninjured.

I

,

Uih- bride and a mar: iage certificate lor another, with no divorce. Is
the rapid matrimonial record of one
Itaftaele Tagllaferi i, a resident nf
Chilili, Torrance county. All transaction;, have taken place In this city
since June 21.
On the day mentioned Tagllaferil
a license to wed a woman by
the name of Rosa Padulu, registering
from this city. On July 7, Miguel
Chaves, Justice of the pi ace of Old
Albuquerque, filed a record of the
marriage of Tagliaferrt to 1'adula.
Today th young hvdy who presides
over the marriage iccord at the probate clerk's uftice was horrified by the

second appearance of Tagliaferrl and
the request of a second marriage certificate. This time the bride Is
Teresa Flwell, age 49, also of Albuquerque. On inspecting the divorce
record It was found that Tagliaferrl
had not secured a divorce from bis
Iride of June 21. The records did
show, however, that Tagliaferrl had
brought suit for a divoico and that
the case had gone in ins favor y the
of the defendant, but
no decreo had ever been rendered n
the case. Attorney T. O. Moutoya, of
Old Albuquerque, appears as Taglia-ferri'- s
advisor in the case.
Tagliaferrl was bom In Italy and
i ,
years of ago.
l

1

v
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PAGE TWO
CUBA

SANTA FE EXCURSION

By Gonzales de Quesade,
Cuaati Minister at Washington.
Washington, D. ("., Aug. L'S. The
prosperity of Culm is such that even
the most optimistic are surpisod at
the results which are shown by the
latest statistics. There is 110 section
of the country that lias not received

by Santa Fe Cen

great impetus, commercial y or industrially, and the influx of tourists
and investor during the past year has
been such that there were not suflic-len- t
hotel Accommodations for them,
and new and modern hotels will he
built for the coming winter.
The greatest proof of the development of Cuba dining the administration of 1'resldent Talma can be found
in the study of the last figures of the
official report of the Cuban treasury,
showing the re.su ts of the conserva- tiev, wise ninl progressive government which has ruled the Island during the last three years.
The total riei ipts for the vcar were

c

to Four.

A

.Musical

Stock

Friday and
urday Evenings,

Thursday,

A

Sat-

1.

COMPANY

Edmund J. Alger, D. D. 8.
mo. i" Katiroad avenue
.fflce hours
a. m. to 12:80 p. m.; 1:30 p. m. to t
. Appointments
i. .i. icirpKone
made

I Albuquerque, - New
Mexico

by mall.

OFFICE
GUST 28.

CLOSED

UNTIL

AU-

Bernard. 8. Rodey.

S

fl

CASINO

I

iit-n-

WHET

'

frail Hieinwcri

I

in n

Albuaueraue.

ATTORNKI-AT-LA-

N.

CAPITA.

Promot attention riven to all
business pertaining to the profeKslnn.
Will practlcn In ail court of the terri
tory and before the United States land
M.

B. A. SLEYSTER

e

JOE RICHARDS,

")

OIG

I

..00200011

R

3

PIONEER BAK5RV

"''by

-

Thos. F. Keleher

r

Ira

M. Bond.

A TTO KNEV-AT-1- A
W., Washington,

u.

patents, copyrights,

tr.de

ents,

-

r

8

W.LTrimble&Cc

6

R. W. D.
Oltlce,

cavlats, letter pat

1,

11

Kt'''

HaTiK

build

E. W. Dobson.
ATTORNE
office
well block, Albie jerque, N. M.

. WITH AMPLE MEANS,
AND UNSURPASSED FACILITIES

Crom- -

THE

ra

Ill

ill Contractorand Builder

This Enormous Sale
1310 Million Rottles

Budweiser sold since 1S75. This exceeds the output
of all other bottled beers. There must be some reason
for this popularity, and if you will taste a bottle of
liudweiser you'll know for yourself.

ALlUJQUEFgUEiN.M,
Phones, Auto. 108; Colo., Black 265.

Rankin & Co.
FIRE INSURANCE.
RTAL ESTATE

ATTORNE
Suite 16, N.
Armljo hullilln, Albuquerque, N. M

-

yl
QfiKofl,VIx

X EXTENDS

CLARKVILLE

I!iniweisi.r is brewed and bottled
ouly at the lmiue plant of the

Si. Louis,

,
rooms
Albuquerque, N.

M.

Barnett building,
Both 'phones.

Brewing Ass'n

Cvtktd

nw

Jin Vafi$Hc4

602

S. A.
Filled t"

Clias. W. Kunz, Distributor, Albuquerque, N,

PRODUCE

C0

FEED
Wholesale and Retail.
HIDES, PELTS AND WOOL
J. B. MacMANUS, Manager.
South First Street Both Phones
AND

A. C. WALKER,

CONTRACTOR 4. BUILDER.
A. L. Morgan.
CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER-Re- tl.
mates cheerfully furnlnheri:
liclted. Automatic 'phone Tii; Shop 111
North second street. Albuquerque, N. M.

IT.

DEPOSITORY

VETERINARY.
Dr. Blott, M. R. C. V. S.
Veterinary
surgeon anil dpnflst
Horsis, cattle and dogs treated by
the latest, up to date. aiip;oved. sci
entific methods. Office at Trimbles'
stables.
phi phone,,: auto., 122.

M.

-

I

STATE

NATIONAL

CAPITAL .
DEPOSITS

$100,000
$250,000

J

d
y Batlsfactory Growth since the
establishment
of
bank ?. you are not one of our
we would like
an opportunity to show you our superiorcustomers,
facilities
O. N. MAR RON,

President

J. B. HERNDON, Cashier.

EVENING SESSION.
For particulars call or address
G, S. RAMSAY, Pres.
R. O. STOLL, Secretary.
Gleckler Block, Cor. Fourth street
and Gold avpnue.

D. A.

I

SUN

tlvlBfcK 23.

Don't wait for an explosion cook
nn gas tne humane way.
COMING,
KNIGHT'S MinMinuT
oum,
cMBER 23.

atr

1

ELKS' THEATRE

McPHERSON, Vice Pres.
Asst. Cashier.

ROY McDONALD,

Standard

The

PLUMBING AND

GIDEON,

MEET KNIGHT'S MIDNIGHT

BANK

IJ1UUEK(JUK

OP

ing.
DAY AND

ate

HEATING CO.
I.

H. COX, Manager.

Iron Pipe, Iron Pipe Fittings, Brass Fittings and Valves,
Steam and
Hot Water Heating and Gas Fitting. A full line of bath ropm fixture and supplies. Storer Gasoline Engines.
412 W. Railroad. Ave.

'

'PHONE, 671.

AUTO.

COLO..

One Night Only

Thursday Aug.3

The Prettiest of All Pastoral
Arthur Sldman's

State

Pft(,

1

XZXIXIUXIXlZZXlIZZZZXUXXliiit

Plays

OLD KbLIABLE

It will outlive them

i

,

York

ESTABLISHED

L. B.
Flour,
Carrie

1878

PUTN E Y
GROCeI

WHOLESALE
Grain

and

Provisions.

the Large tt ana Mott extensive Stock et
Staple Qrocerle
In

The bept rural play
that has ever been
put on the stage.
Phiia. Record.
all.
New
Telegram.

.

.

"York State Folks"
is a better play
than "Way Down
East," "Pavld H.
Crews," "The Old
Homestead," "The
Palsy Farm," and
the other pastoral
plays.
St. Ixjuis
Star.

York

p

Depository for Atchison, Topeka and
Santa Fe Railway
Company.

'

..

Alice Coburn Hayward, clairvoyant and business medium, 120
South Arno street. Office hours: 10
to 3 dally. Evenings and Sundays by
appointment.

Teacher of Piano.
Commercial Club building. Albuquer
que, alter September 24.

Paid-u-

Capital, Surplus and
Profits, $250,000.00

Officer and Directors:
JOSHUA S, RAYNOLD3,... President
M. W. FLOURNOY,...Vice
President
FRANK McKEE
Cashier
W. W. WOODS
Assistant Cashier
H. F. RAYNOLDS
Director
U. 8. DEPOSITORY.

Mrs.

FALL TERM.
Albuquerque Business College Opens
Monday, September 4, 1905.
Courses Bookkeeping and Penmanship, Shorthand, Typewriting,
English, Spanish and Mechanical Draw-

Cahl,--W-

Authorized Capital,
1500,000.00

BANK

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

THE

CLAIRVOYANT.

Asst

FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA & SANTA
FE RAILWAY

FIRST
NATIONAL

Dr. J. E. Bronson.
HomeODathlC Phvalrlan.
U hitlnir Hlnek

ROSA FUTRELLE

AM0

T rrtS,,.

C. H. Conner, M, D., D. O.
Osteopathic physician And HurAnn
President New Mexico Board of Osteo-pathAll
diseases
successfully
Offllce
treated.,
Barnett
building
Hours, 9 to 2 and 2 to 4. Both tel.
phones. Sundays by appointment.

Room

M.

COMOOAT.OM

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
I I Iki
GAI r M A
i n ..
W. S. STRICKLER, V. P. and Cashier;' W. J. 'Johnson,
. .....
'MeiNTnRw'
coi
U
wwuviirun LUnM
J. C. BALDRIDGE
A..M. BLACKWELL

PHYSICIANS.

PRICES:

50c, 75c and $1.00

Seats on Sale at Matson'a Book Store
Tuesday, August 29, at 9 a. m.

tt

tttttttttttfl
Large

GRAND

e

Airy

CENTRAL

Rooms

5

the Southwest.

Farm and Freight Wagons
RAILROAD AVENUE.

ALBUQUERQUE.

N.

M

XTKXXTXXXXXXMXXXXXXXXXXZXXXXXXXXTTXXXXXXXXXXXXXXW

Dlnmdmlt,

M.

rirte
INSURANCE.

CEMENT SIDEWALKS
W are now prepared to figure on cement walk. W us first
class material and employ competent workmen which Justifies us Ih giving you positive guarantee.
Our price will
compare favorably with responsible competition.

uirmnv

tlUllLU

,

Reasonable

iivi

1

l)M

IfPAlTM
I,

AUTOMATIC PIIONK 711

mm'ipummtmmmmm

n

n

i.

frop't. S

1st.

TRY OUR
Fresh Meats and Sausages

j

A Specially Fine Line

Z

UNION

Secretary Mutual Building Association. Office at J. C HalUridge'g Lumber yard.

-

D.N.TJM..jy

N.

.

LT.

Onkrs Promptly

TO

ALBUQUERQUE.

Walling-ford- ,

oocooococxxxxxxwjoaxxxx:

Beers"

HAY, GRAIN

Anheuser-Busc- h

OF

CAPITAL, $150,000.00

F. W. Spencer and V. O.

Mr: Oron

Automatic Phone 451.
Room 10, N. T. Armljo Building.

IJn6

COMMERCE

ARCHITECTS.

I HOTEL

LOANS
hn'i

OF

Direction of W. C. Cunningham

OFFICE AND FACTORY
412 West Copper Avenue

a Sure Sign of Excellence.

si

BANK

John H. Stlngle,

-

A, W. KAYDEN

$100,000

-

Bryan.
Alhenilomn.

Flrsi national

......

.

1

-

Interest Allowed on Savings Deposits

:
F street.' N
Per.slons. lands,

200-yar-

440-yar-

SURPLUS

marks, claims.

ATTORNEY-AT-LA-

N. W.
ing.

V,

e

r

AND

oltlce.

:(!h-i:-

,,2

TRUST

LAWYER8.

S

0

i

MONTEZUIVIA

fnnim

:30

l

I

J. E. KRAFT.
Dental Suroean
Rooms 15 and 16 Grant block, oyer
the Golden Rule Dr (ood
J Both phones. Appointments
made by
DR.

THE BEGGAR PRINCE

-

CARDS

DENTISTS.

Co. C

The excursion to Santa Fo yester- ncssed the Sunday game.
Sunday, Monday, Tuesaay
day carried 3S8 people, including the
A letter from the Meadow City says
and Wednesday
Kalian hand and the bull team. The that the Mines will leave for a tour of
Evenings.
train led the local slat Ion shortly tiic southern part of the terrilory on
iter 7 o'clock ami arrived at the (Cap- next Friday. J.as Vegas took five out
The Rose of Anvergne
ital City a, lit: 45, arid the excursion- or the series of nix games played with
ists were met by the Santa Fo artil-Ur- i in ion hi uauinas park.
WITH SPECIALTIES
band and a crowd of Santa Ke
pMplo. A procession
was formed, YESTERDAY'S RESULTS IN
$;i.7.")i.i':'."..7:' pins
7.h:i:i,:,.vi.m; bal
with Ihe Santa Fp band In the lead,
Admission .. .. 15c and 25c
the Italian band and ball team, with
THE MAJOR LEAGUES ance of the previous vcar. giving a
Reserved seats on sale at O.
grand
1.71
long
J'iS.HS
4.i'.3.
string
of
total
a
of rooters. The recepand if
A. Matron's, 202 West Rail$ I I.5H I.407.4.'!,
lie year's payments., be
tion was nuwt cordiai.
'
Western League.
road avenue.
deducted, a balance remains of
Vpon reaching Santa Fo the visitAt Denver-Den- ver
i4u.;;ui.:'u, the amount In the Cuban
ors swarmed the plaza and crowded
.'
3 treasury on July
the hotels. A band plaved iiitspirlrmi Sioux Citv
last, which, after suf
.Gardens open every after2 fering some
music in Santa Fe's one. green spot,
noon.
deductions for outstand
Admission, free, exAt Pueblo
ing credits, left about J.imiii.mim)
nd the ancient city experienced
an)
cept ilnring matinees. Re4
awakening that occurs about once aj I'uelilo
freshments Berved by uni3
year, and that Is when Albuquerque! St. Joseph
1'art of this will bo devoted to pub
formed waiters.
At Omaha First Game
lic works nnd part to serve as basis
turns out enmass and makes a pil-- Omaha
9
or the money tn be applied to Fettle
primage there.
Matinee Sunday at 3 p. m.
Des Moines
3 the balance due to the army.
Santa Fe, 11; Albuquerque, 4.
Game-OmSecond
aha
The government of Cuba, which lias
This is the woeful tale the Mcln-- I
THE BEGGAR PRINCE
fi so
far been very careful of contracting
toshes have to tell their supporters; IVs Moines
4 financial
today, and they were beaten because
obligations, will deal with
Admission
15c
this matter In the same conservative
Owens bunch put up the best ball. It
American League.
was a very good exhibition up until
and
commendable manner in which it
At Chicago
has heretofore handled the questions
the last half of the eighth Inning. Chieasm
which have arisen, and always inspirwhen Pitcher Henn was replaced by Boston
ed in the best interests of t lie country
Starr. The Rrowns' strike-ou- t
pitcher
Second Ganie-- and mindful or her laws and Internalaried in to throw his head off, and Chicago
tional obligations.
the harder he threw the harder the Jioston ..'...'......'.''.'.'.'.'.'.'..'.".."
3
.
tills PUli -. .'L Ol. I.UU18- THIRD STREET
A DleSRlng
a.lKe to VOI1I12 nnd
old:
- ,i...i
homo run "osclcin,! i 1...
vn
V
ifj at
. ,
Linn, i-m . ivOUIa
lKxtract of Wild Straw- a passed ball by Pettus. an error bv Washington
o .I1r;
1NfU"re s spceMc for d senteiy
y,French and a parachute ascension of
Second C.nme
diarrhoea and summer complaint.
the whole infield, netted the Ancients 1st I miis
six runs. Previous to this half of the Washington
i'aNNUAL SNAE DANCE
'"""is me score was to 4. in favor
BEST IN MANY YEARS
of the final victors. The Santa r'e
American Association,
All kinds of fresh and salt
team was strengthened by a battery
At Kansas City
The different parties, have returned
Meats. Steam Sausage Factory.
a.nd a first baseman from the Western 'Kansas City
" from the Moipil snake dance, s.ivs the
association, which evened tip the two lmllnr.apolis
5 Wins.ow Mail.
They
all
report
having
teams to about a par. and with the
Si cr.nd (lame
nun 1111 exeenent
rip.
There w ere
Browns in good form it would lie a Kansas
5 about
one hundred visitms a' the
toss-ubetween them as to w'nich Indianapolis
4 dance, which
is said to li:ive
ie
team was the better.
At Minneapolis
best in yearn. There
one
Minneapolis
following is the score:
3
hundred and fifty live sup' e.s of every KASONJC CHIDING. N. THIRD ST
f.
1
Santa Fe
A. 13. R. H. OA.' Toledo
description used liy the Indians In the
Alarid, ss
second name
4
dance.
1. Parsons, sf
Minneapolis
0
SlBler, c
Public Is Aroused.
3
4 Toledo
At Milwaukee
The public In iirounscil to n knowledge
Gierhart. 1st. b
1
of the curative merits i.f that gn :it
Milwaukee-LouisvillI,. Anderson, 3d. b.
game
post-- j
3
tn,- liittfrs. for
tonle,
stomVV. Parsons, 1. f . . . .
Iio'ied on account of rain,
ach, liver and kidneys. Mary siek
H. Wal-tfr- s
REAL ESTATE,
'
T). Anderson, 2d
r,IC St. Clair avenue.
At
St.
Paul
of
b. . .
Columbus
j St.
NOTARY PUBLIC
a: "For several months 1 was
'Hilo.
writ.
t'awker, r. f
Paul
2
0
given up to die. I had fever nnd ague,
Newmier, p
Columbus
.1
1
my nerves were wrecked; 1 could not
ROOM 5, CROMWELL BLOCK.
sleep, and my stomach was so weak
SATURDAY'S
from
GAMES.
useless doctors' dniKS that I could
Tota's
Autamatic Telephone, 174.
11
11 27 15
....42
not ett. Soon after beginning
to
Eloetiic Hitters I obtained relief, andtake
In
American
League.
Albuqnerque
A.n. R. H. O. A.
short time I was entirely cured." GuarAt St. Louis
j.7 ji.s r.1 aanteed
s
at all drug stores. Price 60c.
Jiaie
0
St.
Louis
5rnoke the White Lily Clgur
Kunz
4
1
Washington
NEW
8 14
1
MEXICO
MINING
Pettus
. . . .
3
9
Game
Second
'
fc.
R.
"
H.
CAMP IS DESERTED
Neher
4
1
'
m.
0 4 0
Ortix
4
0
Coalora,
w'nich was two years ago
nasnington
6
2
0
Randell
4
0
of ihe busiest coal mining camps
At Detroit
r.5' k' e. one
yCosgrove
3
0
Detroit
2 in the territory, is now entirely desertFrench,
4
3
13
'
Philadelphia
4
7 1 ed. This was the first camp opened
Iienn
3
1
0
At Cleveland
u. h. E by the New Mexico Fuel company, and
1' 5' j on account of the failure of the mine
Cleveland
34 4 12 24 14 New York
Jotal8
o 5 2 to produce a sufficient quantity of coal,
113 1.2 W. RllroatS Ave.
Starr pitched the eighth inning.
At Chicago
r.
.h. p. it was abandoned and the force of
Score by Innings.
v iucago
2 6 0 miners was moved to the Dawson coal
an, Fe
0 3 10
1016 0 114 Boston
1
4
2 fields in northern New Mexico.
Albuquerque
Second Game
R. H. E.
Errors Randell. 3; Hale, 1; French Chicago
First Class Boarding Stable.
4 10
2
SIMON BALLING, Proprietor.
1; Starr, 1; w. Parsons, 1
Having recently purchased the Ford
Boston
6
3
2
Bases on Balls Off Newmier, 3;
Successor to Balling Bros.
Bros, business, It Is my Intention to
Benn, 1.
fcgntinue to run a first class livery and
National League,
Pitched Ball O. Parsons, in
At Boston
R. H. E. boarding stable. Boarding horses will WEDDING
CAKE
A SPECIALTY
-Boston
f"i. inning;
0 6 5 receive the most careful attention and
Struck out by Newmier, 8: by Plttshurg
best,
the
of help will be employed.
4
5
1
We desire patronage and we
Bnn. 8; by Starr. 2.
At Philadelphia
R.- H. E.
W. J. PATTERSON,
guarantee first class baking
Two Base Hits Gierhart, L. An- ruiiaueipnia
3 9 2 ;
Successor to Ford Bros.
207 S. First Street,
Albuquerque
derson, Newmier, Kunz, Pettus, Or-t- i Chicago
4 10
3
and French.
Swimming for the Championship.
oeconci uame
R H F
Three Base Hits Cawker.
New York. Aug. 28. The first gioup
Philadelphia
0 6 3
Home Runs L. Anderson. D An- Chicago
f events in the championship swim
1
a o
'
derson.
At .New York
R H v l""ns contesis at 1 ravers' Island came
Ieft on Bases Santa Fe s aii,. Cincinnati
The contests are
0 5 2 off 011 Satur(1ay.
Querque, 7.
New York
2
6 0 ,u'1' ,,n(,cr tlie auspices of the Ama- - PAINTS, OILS. VARNISHES
Umpire Al. Morrison.
ANQ, BRUSHES
Ainu-linecona uame
union, ana are open to
R H F
In a strenuous effort to see a play Cincinnati
all amateurs.
The principal event
6 10
2
at the home plate, Umpire Morrison New York
was the contest for the half-mil! ! '.
6
8
Palmetto Roof Paint stops all
2
lell to the ground and tore an Inch
championship of the United States.
At Brooklyn
y
leaks.
of skin from his nose. It was too bad Brooklyn
Hesides that, there was a novice . . One gallon Devoes' Paint covers.
x' 5tnat he wasn't sufficiently disabled to St. Louis
2 5 1 race of 100 yards, a fancy diving con- . . 300 square feet two coats.
put him on the bench. Some
and a
handicap race.
Second Game
his
h E testAmong
decisions were radically wrongof but
;
Brooklyn
4' 9' j
the entries for the races LEATHER,
HARNESS.
SADDLES.
ETC.
rather than charge malicious crooked-.- . St. Louis
Ruberl, C. M. Dan1
5 0 were Charles
we will lay the fault to his
iels', L. J. Goodwin, who won the reof the game. Morrison might
Western League.
cent
championship; C. I).
have known something f the game
At Pueblo
R H E Trubenhach, T. E. Kitching. Jr., and 409 W. RAILROAD 'AVE
as
tt was played
''lo
17 14" 5 E. H. Adams, of the New York Athago but hi8 knowledKeg () twenty years
01. josepn
12 15 4 letic cluh, while among the eontest- y
terribly wanting.
nver
Denver-Deai
R. H. E. a"ts from outside iKilnts were Mar-9 6 nuant Schwartz, of the Missouri Ath- diuux tiiy
7 11 1 letic club; H. J. Handy, of Chicago,
BLUES DEFEAT llFTON
LIVERY. SALE. FEED AND
phenomenal boy swimmer; Joseph
American
Association.
ithe Wilson, of Toronto, Canada, and
TRANSFER STABLES.
AGAIN AND AGAIN
At St. Paul
B. Greene, of Boston, the cham-Horses and Mules bouehtand exchangSt. Paul
pion of New England.
"11
Up at Las Vegas on Saturday the Columbus
The diving champions'hlp was com- ed. Address W. L. Trimble fe Co.,
At Kansas City First Game
!
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
peted for by
Blues took another fall out of the
Dr. , George II. Shel. .
II V
n .1
Clifton Miners by a score of 6 to 9 "aiisan
01 "le .Missouri
BEST TURNOUTS IN
Atnietic ciun;
Tn
6
nd they repeated the seance again
Hammond, of Chicago; Hector
THE CITY.
;M,,ame
Demmers. the Canadian champion, SECOND STREET. BETWEEN
yesterday by a very similar score, 8
RAILROAD
9
to 4. Nash and Deisberger opposed InXnano IU
and Fretl A' Wenek. Walter Lee and
6 f'h.",p
AND COPPER AVENUES.
one another in Saturday's game
New
e
fork
Athe'p'
"
I
At M wa uk
and
CIul'Cable and Merkle were in the limeThe Beconi! and thirl
4
rouI)s of the series will come ofT on
light yesterday. A large ciowd wit- - MllwankP
i ..niJ. .in
4 September 2 and 4.
I

PROFESSIONAL

WADE

Moving Pictures or Illustrated Songs Every Night

a

Was Eleven

trals-Sc- ore

CASINO

SURPLUS OF $22,000,000, WHILE
FUTURE LOOKS MIGHTY GOOD.

TOOK 388 PEOPLE
Browns Thoroughly Trounced

HAS MONEY TO BURN

C1T1ZKM

MARKET

207 West Gold Aveunc
BOTH fHONtm
ooocxxxyjooocxxxxxxxxxxx xxx:

Michael's
SANTA FE, N.

The

Forty-Seven-

College
AT.

Year

th

BEGINS SEPT. 4, 1905
BRO. BOTULPH,

PRESIDENT

i
.
'

-

MONDAY,
f

KVKNINO CITIZEN,

ATJIUOUKHOUB

AUG. 28, 1905,
.

I

Only for One Week, beginning August 20th and

p)

DOWN
fU5

Feet Each

x 142

f

riti

Estimated Value in Three Years

T

3

H

iwk.

7r

7

What more do you want?

you will have invested only $460.
that time according to above payments
This offer is only good for this week.
SURETY IN VES TflflEN T COMPANY
"

ft

dreer, Pres.

Solomon Luna,

M, W.

V-Pr- es.

BRIDGE.BEACH&COs

SUPERIOR"

jhe

Memory of Quality

Ah..

t

Price is Forgotten

Flournoy, Sec.

D. K. B.

"tsa'xnAr
aair''tay
r..n r

ar---

.asTTiT

County Index, and the whistle of the
UK locomotive woke unfamiliar echoes
anions the ancient ruins, the loaded
orchards and all the fertile valley of
the Animas.
It was a rod letter day for Aztec.
The population turned out en masse,
and the ladies decorated the ennine
with' rubber weed. Some suggestions
alone the line of 'rubber" for other
use were very properly frowned upon.
The kids needed something, however,
as their eyes bulgd badly.
Kngin No. 510 steamed Into Aztec
at 3:40 p. m. Thursday with two way
cars, in charge of Conductor William
Carey: Louis Johnson, engineer; Hert
Hustod, fireman; Wool Koos, brake-maThe engine was decorated with
bunting, rubber weed and golden
glow.jby the efforts of Mrs. W. H.
Williams, Mrs. Ptnkstaff and Mr. and
Mrs. J. I. Thomas.
About next Tuesday a passenger
coach will be run on a regular schedule, according to Mr. Carey, and a
temporary deiot established.
of the
on. account
It. is rumored that
...
...
V
i
right or way trout.ies neiween ne i:
& H. Ci. and the Arizona & Colorado
Aztec may the the terminus of the newroad for awhi.e. This Is unauthentic.
The switches and side tracks at the
depot will be put in today and tomorrow the headquarters at Cedar Hill
will be removed to Aztec and this will
be the supply point.
Alex Hart took the first, passenger
to the train Thursday. Jarvis & Hart
will run a transfer and omnibus line.

PER WEEK

27
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W. If.
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Twelve Lots in Each Block,. 50

11
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Look Out for Sharpers

UNIVERSITY NEWS

Also look where you can get Cutlery
Is and will stay sharp.
that
camuniversity
Friday night on the
We have the exclusive agency for
unique
most
pus occurred one of the
the world famed T. Hessenbruch 4.
forms of entertainment affonie,', by Co. Cutlery and can therefore sell you
university
It was a
college life.
the very jest Cutlery at prices you
--

A

f&

A I

Making a Hit
WITH OUR

Pilsner Beer

"sing." Two years ago President pay for the cheap kind. Remember all
Tight sta.ted the compilation of a vol these goods are guaranteed.
iinu nf snuffs intended uxiircsslv ror
Is what we are doing with every
Pocket knives, such as you pay 35
ooIlpge l)se wltn great care an work to 75 cents for, here for 25 to 50 cents.
one who tests its delicious flafinally
ar
the material collected was
$1.00
vor and strengthening qualities.
Razors, a very fine one, at
1 25
ranged and sent to Hinds, Npble & A two dollar razor for
There Is no warm weather bev1 75
Kidrtdge for printing.
erage that can compare with
The finest made for
introducIt was for the purpose of
25
refreshing drink on a warm
Scissors, 4 inch
this
ing this book to the students and Scissors, four and a half Inch...
30
day.. It Is not only aieasant to
Presifriends of the university that
35
Scissors, five inch
taste, but is Invigorating and
dent Tight, gave a geneial invitation Scissors, six Inch
40
wholesome. $3 per case of two
campus.
Among
for the evening on the
35
Shears, seven and a half inch..
dozen quartes; $2 per case of
grove
between the Shears, eight and a half inch. ...
the trees in the
45
two dozen pints.
fifty
halls,
administration and science
Very best butcher knives, six
or sixty lights hal been hung, con&
40
Inch
,
D. EMMONS
at
science Best razor straps at 25 and
nected with the dynamo
50
(Successor to Futrelle Furniture Co.)
boys
2H2.
Colo. Phone' 93
ASK FOR DIAMOXD ICE.
hall. Under their brilliance, the
Auto. Phono
10
Glass cutters, good quality
Corner Coal and Second.
and girls gathered to sing the college
songs of their own and other schools AT THE CASH BUYERS' UNION
STORE
frteii.lu from 1hc cltv flllcil all
Residence Auto. Phone No. 2P
Auto, 'Phone No. 316
122 North Second Street.
tlle ,irv,,s m,ar i,v. President Tight
No. 115
Bell
"Phone
Proprietor.
Dolde,
Wm.
Dean
and
announced the numbeis
tatives and we expect a big time. At
Hodgin led the singing, with Miss Hug-ge- t
SANTA FE BLACKSMITHS thw n.m.Hn.r .locates will 1,p chosen
t at the piano.
to the grand convention In Boston. J
AT
Among others, the following were
Kline, vice president of the Black
MAY GO ON STRIKE W.
vim
and
sung
with the enthusiasm
Wonder why people worry this hot
smiths' union, is out on the road at
every weather, when they should place
so characteristic of students
present investigating conditions and
where; "A Toast to U. N. M.," their troubles with us. We secure po
soon."
he may be heard from
"Schcxd-mates- ,
m
"Washburn,
the Tailor,"
sitions as well as find positions.
That is What the Leaders SANTA FE PASS FRAUDS
WANTED.
Fare Ye Well." On the
UNDER INVESTIGATION
We are still doing business at the
also were Misses Palmer
Say Will Happen on
of
Eivln,
each
same number. We want your busl
and ISryson and Dr.
The ease witll which a stenographwhom gave a solo.- A rooters' club, ness and guarantee to give aatlsfae
er managed to steal transportation
led by Kirk Bryan, varied the program tion. Give us a trial.
September 1
college yells and impromptu
from the Santa Fe general offices in BOY SEVERELY INJURES
WE WANT AT ONCE
COMMERCIAL OLUB BUILDING.
SHOPS with
IN ALAMOGORDO
songs. More than 200 were in the Two waiters, Z good cooks, 1 second
Chicago and secure It from other
roads upon alleged request of Presianimation cook, 3 girls for housework, 1 charrv
The fourteen year old son of August audience and enjoyed the
BONUS SYSTEM CAUSES TROUBLE dent Ripley has caused a good deal of
bermaid. 2 men to take charge of
operating a bolt cut- and informality of the gathering.
Andraes,
while
"Song of U. X. M.," is a book of houses, 1 man to wash wagons;
amazement in railroad circles. The ting machine in the Southwestern
pages, with about as many songs. teamsters, logmen, swampers, labor-expose has resulted in almost all the
at A'amogordo Thursday, was lot)
Unless the prevailing conditions at roads going over their method of
All the well known glees of different era, etc,
flying
piece
by
of
a
ad
hi
in
the
struck
the Santa Fe shops are changed and
FIFTEEN
transportation, with a view of
are In the volume, together
He was taken to the hospital colleges
First-clas- s
the company does away, to some ex- seeing If there are any leaks or If such steel.
w ith a dozen U. X. M. songs and sev-eicarpenters ship to- - Call
was
skull
fr.und
it
was
the
that
where
tent at least, with the bonus system a leak as that disclosed on the Santa
from Las Vegas and Silver City
fornia.
the union blacksmiths over the liiu; Fe case would be possible. In most fractured and It was necessary to put normal schools and from Roswell
TWENTY
plate.
a
silver
in
will go on a strike about September 1, cases it was stated the issuance of
ship east
pages
military
are
Mexicans
railroad work
Several
institute.
.
say the officials of the unions already iimispui ..!..
utrim ' II 1
to th school yells of Xew
devoted
ntftriua iu uae K.w.n
lamia
on a strike. In fact, the men are now more closely guarded and more closely MAll I LtlAWutj
Mexico institutions.
The printing is
VISIBLE
leaving the shops and are seeking em- checked than by the Santa Fe method.
Employment
on good paper and the binding is hand- The Southwestern
IN ARMY POSTS some red cloth, embossed on the first'
ployment with other roads, thus get- Some of the roads do not request
AGENCY
t"
ting ahead of the strike ordetsj Tne blanks numbered, and every number
TYPEWRITERS
cover with a Pueblo Indian and his
bone of contention between the com- - has to be accounted for when Issued. DENVER IS TO BE MADE HEAD tim-toa
drawing by Miss; Phone 195 Red Upstairs.
from
110 South Second street
pany and the blacksmiths is what is It is onIy i;, cases where no check Is
A. Hickey of the university f ac-- .
QUARTERS FOR DEPARTMENT
Kent-rallknown as the bonus system kept uiHin tha matter that theft of
"
The best machine
BETTER ulty. It can be said safely that few;
OF THE SOUTHWEST
Kodo1 A"er E,tln9;
This is a system whereby the men are transportation could occur.
in the world. This
schools in the country have so com-- ;
FOR FORT WINGATE.
Tk?
After a hearty meal a dose of Kodol
paid for a lay's work and then receive
is no experiment,
In the Santa Fe's case the lack of
Plete and creditable- song book for
Dyspepsia Cure will prevent an attack
According to dispatches from Den their own use '
extra pay, or a bonus, for all work checking came through the unboundbut has been tested
of indigestion. Kodol Is a thorough
done over that amount. The company ed confidence that was reposed in the ver and Washington great changes are
and tried, and has
The eniollment of the first week is digestant and a guaranteed cure for
200,000 ln use. If
contends that the system makes it stenographer.
The Santa Fe officials contemplated in the grand divisions
possible for ambitious mm to earn have not vet been able to ascertain of the United States army, which wllll unprecedented and promises well for Indigestion, dyspepsia, gas on the
you are interested
extra money ior uie support 01 uieir wll() nla,e tn, nionpy Ui,n the trans affect the military importance and the year. The majority of tae students stomach, weak heart, sour risings, bad
in typewriters call
family, but the men look at the mat portations. It is, understood the Santa strategic position of the border posts, registered are In college classes, a fact breath and all stomach troubles. Sold
on or address
ter differently and say that it ulti- Fe w make good all losses to other especially In the southwest. The list of which the university and territory by ail druggists.
of foits that will be materially bene may well be proud.
mately means a reduction iu their railroads.
GEO, S, RAMSEY
m
wages.
fited Includes Fort Bliss, Fort Win-gatThe junior class organized last
Fort Apache and Fort Bayard.
The bonus system was the cause of PRIVATE CAR LINES
401 W. R.R. Ave,
and showed the class
The statement embraced in the dis- Wednesday
MUST LEAVE TEXAS
the boilermakers going out on a strike
General Agent for
patches accounts for the contemplat- spirits by hoisting their colors, purple
four months ago and seems to be obCELEBRATED
THE
New Mexico.
of and gold, to the top of the flag pole
and increa-sThe Texas railroad commission has ed improvements
jectionable to all the classes of laboring men at the shops. Home time ago issued an order which Is a knockout forces at the respective forts whicn to greet the students when they came
on
Thursday
morning.
the
hill
the local union passed over its author- blow to private car lines operating in have been selected for the expendiity to the executive council now in Texas. The order requires that all re- ture of the present appropriation.
The U. X. M. Weekly begins work
It Is announced that there will be
session at Chicago and no action, as frigerating cars for the transportation
promptly, with Its first Issue today.
far as learned, has been taken by that of fruits and vegetables must be fur- a change in at least two of the pres- With maturer students to write for It,
body. It is up to the union blacksmiths nished by the railroads and that the ent headquarter divisions of the reg- the Weekly will show a marked imto go out of the shops or go out of the Icing of such shipments must be done ular army this fall. In this connec- provement over previous years.
American Federation of Labor If a by the roads or the shippers. A maxi tion it has been said t'nat Denver has
strike is ordered. The blacksmiths are mum schedule of icing charges for been selected as the headquarters of
Frank Alvord ami Ralph Tascher
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of which Colorado are expected to arrive soon to take
affiliated with the American Federa- shipments between points in Texas is the southwest,BOTTLED IN BOND.
These charges range New Mexico and Texas form a part. up the work in the university.
tion of Labor In such a manner that promulgated.
& BOTHE Proprietor,
QUICKEL
the men cannot do piece work and still from $20 per car for a distance of 100 The papers of the mountain city
MilleioFlhe
Agricultural
Mr. J. O.
miles, up to $40 per car for a distance claim that from inside Information
remain in the union.
they are In a position to state that In college, and Prof. Miller of the city
Fourth Vice President Buckalew of of 400 miles.
Under this order of the commission all probability Denver will be the schools visited the university a few
the International Association of Machdays ago.
THE GEO. T, STHE3 CO,,
inists, is quoted as follows concerning the refrigerating cars of Armour & place designated.
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In addition, it Is said that news of
the trouble with the blacksmiths: Co. and of the American Refrigerator
campus
a
place
The
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Whiskies, Imported and Domestic Wines andj
beautiful
Finest
this
DISTILL
"You may be sure that something is Transit company, which operate in the change that is now under consid fall, and with the improvements now
The coolest and highest grade of lager served.
Cognac.
going to happen before the first of Texas, will be driven out of the state, oration In Washington has reached In progress completed,
KY.
FRANKF0RV.
the university
September, At that time there will except in interstate business. The for the headquarters of the department of can boast of
2
and
best imported and domestic Cigars.
Finest
surroundings.
attractive
building,
be none or the union blacksmiths at mer company operates over the South- Colorado in the Equitable
those high in
the Santa Fe shops or in the employ ern Pacific lines and the American find it is believed that
Low Rates to Denver.
Transit company over command that the change will come
of the Santa Fe. As it is now all the Refrigerator
The Santa Fe railway has arranged
with In two or three months.
unions which are affiliated with the the Gould lines.
a round trip rate of $13.85 to Den-- ,
Should the present report be veri- for
American Federation of Labor are unver
account of the (J. A. R. meet-- j
It
bring
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Fort Wingate in ing on
der agreement not to work on the SAYS ITS NO GRAFT
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This rate Is for
SANTA
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FE
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ters, and place the post in a better the benefit of members of the (5. A.
tem which the Santa Fe is now incriticism of position for receiving its share of the R. and their wives, as in case of the
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stalling In the shops along the lino the Santa Fe which charged that the special benefits
Albuquerque, New Mexico
and Improvements members of the Woman's Relief'
EXCELLENT ACCOMMODATIONS
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is a form of that kind of work,
company was receiving pay from the
are only accorded to the most Corps and Ladies of the G. A. R., and'
the company will have to Standard Oil company foi oil which that
only.
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Splendid Restaurant
Price
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permanent
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located
change its policy or the men quit passes through the Kansas pipe lines, forts.
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In connection with the Information certificates issued
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this radical eral
quit the employ of the company ancM statement:
public,
for which a one fare rate
change has long been under considmen's waiting rooms. Meet your friends there. Information and
are seeking worlf on some other road.
the round trip ha been author-- ;
"I wish it were true that the Santa eration, and after a tho.oiiL-writing materials free. Ladles. and children welcome.
Investi for
In this way they get around going on Fe is getting, or could get anything out gation has
and
excursion
the approval of the au- l.ed.
All Depot cars stop at the Hollenbeck. Electric
a strike and will Ktiil have employ- of the oil that moves through the thorities at met
Washington.
beach cars pass the door.
ment. I look for the blacksmiths to Standard Oil company's pipe lines, but
Toronto Exhibition Opens.
HEADQUARTERS FOR NEW MEXICANS AND ARIZONIANS
be called out by the first of next unfortunately for us it is not true. I he
Established In 1882.
Toronto, Out., Aug. L'S. The CanDangerous and Uncertain.
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Mr. Whit- STAPLE
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smiths are already out on the coast company or iu collusion with it. The Sold by all druggists.
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line of the Santa Fe and have been fact is that the Santa Fe company
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Earth
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THE TOWN OF AZTEC
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of Imported Wines, Liquors,
Line
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the blacksmiths are not so well fixed
Heware
Salve.
Witch
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I have opened a general repair snop of counterfeits, they are dangerous.
A hearty reception
was given the
and Cigars. Place your orders
"There will be a district meetini? of
RIGHT, at consistent Prices
for this line with us.
the machinists in Topcka the 1st of construction train of the new road as on South Third street, back of Wal- Sold by all druggists.
203 West R. R. Ave.
September. A.l the lodges from Cali- it pushed the steel rails into Aztec ton's drug store, and solicit the trade
NORTH THIRD STREET
WHO ARE THE KNIGHTS?
L. H. S110EMAKEU- last Thursday, says the San Juau of the city.
fornia to Chicago will send
With the object of getting a satisfactory article you should not hesitate to pay a few dollars more, and
have the satisfaction of knowing that
you have the Best. A Range Is either
to the housea pleasure or an
wife. Buy a Superior Range and
housekeeping will always be pleasant.
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The

When first I whispered words of love,
When first you tumid aside to hear,
Tl.e winged griffin flew above.
The niatiimo'h gayiy gamliol'd near;
I wore the latest thing in skins,
Veur dot k leaf dress bad just been mended
And lasietied up wit li fishes' fins
The whole effect was realy splendid.

TliUli MOTIIIiU. INSTINCT

In San Francisco, , f
int tm ni;o. there was a
house, says the Denver News. In one
If you have an y busine ss of a f inancial
n littlo ulrl. In. wIkhii the ilcarest thinj;
OF
her dully, live.1 wiih her parents. A.l
nalu re or if you hav e any re ason
homes were in the tenement cscaneil
house tj a p. ace of salny, an l anyitir'
V
I .
I
Again we wandered by the Nile,
to change your Kalnk
nu II & littn girl, atiM cidit y.ai,
Accolunt
.A
After her escape, in company with Iter mother, sh
In l'.'i'ypt's far. forgotten land.
j
suddenly broke away front those who had her in charge,
And watched the festive crocodile
call or write us.
AUBUQUER QUE, NE W MEXI CO
exclaiming, "Oh, my doily! She will bo all burned up!"
Ii'votii papyrus from your hand.
Mown the street, through the crowd, she swift'y ran back
Far off across the plain we saw
The trader urge his flying camel;
to the house, and before she could be prevmted plunued
Height shone Hie scarab belt you wore,
Into the liuriiini! buihiin.u and into the room where she
C lasped with a sphinx of rare enamel.
knew her dolly lay. Hack through the flames and blinding smoke she came with the much prized dolly In her
Capital a nd Surp lus,
Again on Trojan plains I Knelt;
mis. Her hair anil eyebrows wore singed by the heat
Alas! in vain I strove to speak
and she was "all exhausted when she reached the street."
felt
What was the feeling in her heart chin I this heroic
And tell you all the love
The above Is a fac simile of the discount-glasused by the Treasurer of the TJnlted States
United ot.tM
In irere or less Hone lie Creek;
art, for it was an heroic act? Was it merely the child's
curr?ncy notei, gold certificates, sliver certificates, and Treasury notes of 1890. are
love for a favorite plaything? Yes, it was that, but it
Verhaus my helmet strap was light
not mutilated so that less than three-fifth- s
of the original proportions remain? b?
was more than that. Iteblnd the act, behind the love
And checked the thought I fain would utter,
LTnrKvRiBA,a"ttTrUrerB' Bt f?Ce Lvalu' Unlted SWM.note are redeemable in coin in sunT not lesi
New York and San Francisco. Treasury notes of
Or else your robe of dreamy white
which prompted the act, there beat the heart of a poten1.
TreMU
Bewildered me and made me stutter.
the Assistant Treasurers. Silver certincate7;rtee
tial mother. , And Ixith love and action resulted from the
Sfn --Tn8, 1h 'n" '"I',,'50' by,the
nly' 0r
L
angeable tor other silver certificates. National bank notes
v" aId !l,vep dollai:8
unconscious assertion of the mother instinct. The doll
surer. but n b th0 Assistant Treasurers.
United States notes, fractional currency notet
;
Ei abIa. y .the
Once mere we change the
liad been the means through which the .! eplng mother
?Sl.C.KrU,,sarIt8'
!"rer,cer,tlfltate8, Treasury notes of 1890, and National bank jk3s, when mutilated
The white road curves across the hill;
instinct In her nature was awakened, and it, in turn, had
of the original proportions remainsare redeemable by TreLur"
rt0ht,8bUt,Clearl3 "
become the object of an affection as pure and unselfish
Excitement makes you rather plain,
Fragments not clearly more than two fifths are
ot. thK whole note or certificate.
Hut on the whole I love you still,
as is always the love of a mother.
unless accompanied by the evidence required in paragraph 13. Fragments less
rammed,
than three-fifth- s
through
are
is
in
goggles
nature,
at the face Talue of the whole note when accompanied by an affidavit of the owner or
that
What a wonderful law
As wreathed with veil and
blue.
other nersona
navisg
knowledge
of the facts that the missing portions have been totally destroyed. The affidavit must
which mothers transmit to their daughters that instinct
And clad In mackintosh ami leather,
state the
cause and manner of the multilatlon, and must be sworn and subscribed to before an officer
Snug In our motor built for two
in their own natures which Manifests itself before they
qualified
to administer
offlcIal
thereto, and the choracter of the affiant must be certified to be good by
baWe skini the Brighton road together.
Z mwt omeffl
are out of their cradles in iove for the
?taer havln an offlc,al ,eal- - Signatures by mark iX) must be witnessed by two persons
bies. They are born with the sensitive strings all there
wbo can write, and who must give their place of residence. The Treasurer will exercise such discretion
under
waiting for the music that ieni motherhood will play
um regulation as may seem to him needful to protect
the United State from fraud Fragments not redeemable
upon them. Would that ihij instinctive affection were
are rejected and returnd.
JEWS ARE PERSECUTED BEnever by later education thwn'ted of its natural evolution
Into the mature desire for a child to love bsi.' to cherish.
CAUSE OF RUSSIAN FEARS
heights of
Race preservation, a truly civilize!
S.vn Francisco Examiner
happiness for mankind as yet unattaiiied ail are there
OUR COAL YARD
in the natures of those who are to become the future
Is chock full of coal that will gladdea
mothers of men when human society sha',1 have learned
your heart and warm your house
In connection with the religious persecutions in ltusthe laws under which the mother instinct can attain upto
when its cold.
Fill your bins foe
the heights ordained by God for it to reach when it shall sia and the murders of .lews by Russian officials, we have
STOCK - MONEY
WOOL
METAL
next winter now and avoid the rush.
gain an abundant entrance into its kingdom.
repeatedly railed attention to the fact that the oilicia's of
LOOK
Russia murder the .lews because Russia fears the .lews.
Americas Block coal, the best Gallna
Interesting confirmation of this statement, anil of our
The Raton Gazette correctly says that at present
mined. Cerrlllos Lump, the standard
New Mexico is too much a country of fit it's, ami that the further statefmnt thu: seizing of the battleship Kniaz Closing quotations Received by Levy
heating coal. All sizes of hard
JJios., Lorresixmdents for Logan
coal
lack of farmers to support her prosperous cities is re- I'otcmkine was instigated and managed by an .velligeiit
& Bryan. Barnett Building.
tarding her development. The general prosperity of the revolutionary Jew, is furnished by the governor i.f OdesWOOD
Factory wood, $3.00 full load; Qreea
Sunshine Territory cannot be complained of. but mining, sa. We quoM a very interesting parrtg. uph in v.. licit he
New York, Aug. 28. The market
Mill wood, $2.00 full load.
stock raising, commerce, and the small inaiiul .ict uns, replied to a rather reasonable request of the .lews that was finite weak
dethis morninz
Eureka White Lima.
which New Mexico contains can not produce the com- they should not be murdered whoiesa.c:
'Jtwfurtlines of from one to two points be
addressing ing seo:ed by all the
pleteness of society that prevails in an agricultural com"Tile governor is astonished at tin;
HAHN'S COAL YARD.
leading shares.
munity. And what makes this incompleteness more con. such letters to him, seeing that it is the .lews themselves Later, however, rather positive
Auto Phone. 416.
Colo. Phone, 4&
that peace is assured, hroticlit
spicuous, is the fact that there are thousands of acres of that caused ill the disorders. The police invariably found
iliotit
very
a
shap rally, and most of
America's richest soil that might be used to produce revolver, bombs and prohibited literature In Jewish
abundant crops. In the Gazette's own locality there are houses. Hut for the Jews there would be no disturbances the losses were regained.
file
market held its recovery falrlv
fine tracts within a few miles of the city of Raton that and no Kniaz PoteinUino affair. Now the Jews have im- well, hut
was Iriegiilar at the close. Offer to supply you with anything In
might lie converted into magnificent farms, were the pertinence to bring charges against the police."
The poa.ee reports were the only im our line, at prices that are fair and
agents (here to convert them. It Is true that irrigation
The Jews of Russia are certainly doing a very great portant influences. '
square, and we are now making
To furnish you a better tooth powder than you ever
used. Buv a 25
may be needed, but in that section Irrigation Is easily in- work for civilization. They endure dreadful persecution,
Trading was very largely profes-ional- .
cent bottle of our ANTISEPTIC TOOTH POWDER and
if you don't
in
experiments
money
recent
proved.
And
The
stalled, as has been
as all people must thai oppose the wrongs of absolute
market remained
find .t the best dentifrice you ever used, if it doesn't please
you
steady. Quotations:
dry farming have made the need of irrigation a moot government.
let us know and get your money back. No argument, no
malgamated Copper
8ti"H
no unpleasantness; your money back and no questions
question. The opportunity for the farmer is there, and
Women and children and old men are murdered in
American Sugar
144
asked if you are not suited.
the farmer should be made to realize it, for he is needd. the uprisings. The cowardly government plays upon the Atchison,
common
90
superstition of the ignora.it Russian mob. And the mob Baltimore & Ohio
$12 Refrigerators
$9
11.13;
is urged 011 to murder the Jews, believing that It Is de- Brooklyn Tfnnlil Transit
Ill'Jj, $8.75 Blue Flame Oil Stoves. .. $6.75
OUNCE
FOUND
fending tne Russian religion, whereas it is really mur- Colotado Fuel & iron ..'
4fi
$8 China Tea Sets
'. ..$6
PROPS. ALVARADO PHARMACY
olorado Southern, common .. 28V 40c China Salad Bowls
Otero county will in the near future be known as the dering those who are trying to bring freedom to Russia.
BOTH PHONE
25c
tat STffCfr and GOLD AVm.
Colorado
Southern, second
44
Russian ruleis appreciate thoroughly and hate bitterfruit section of the southwest, says the Alumogordo JourDecorated Haviland China, at 20
nal. York; state, the Ozark country and California are ly the Jews' extraordinary capacity for resistance to op- Chicago, 'Great Western, com. 21 li per cent
discount.
known the world over as famous fruit sections of our pression.
& a.
56
75c
Berry Sets
Glass
25c
Hght.
In
Today
they
are still making the same
Russia
country, and like Colorado for the cantaloupe and Irish
Erie, common
rn7-35c Glass Water Pitchers
20c
potato, are realizing profitably on that" reputation, but for And this governor of Odessa, in his public reclamation, Erie, first
84
$1.25
.150U $1.75 Decorated Lamps
the variety of fruits grown here, there Is nothing on the unwittingly pays to the Jews the highest possible compli- Louisville & Nashville ...
...107K. $4.50 Decorated Lamps
$3.25
ment when he says, "Hut for the Jews there would be no Missouri Pacific
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Metropolitan
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We give on our laundry work?
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western foothills and the valleys of the Sacramento would remain forever the victim of atrocious misgovern-ment- , Norfolk
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a great nation of people living as the slaves and tax Heading, common
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Huben brought to town a number from the orchard this
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said, well the water question is the rub not so, an abun$2.(i54.25; southern cows, $1.75 3 ;
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A large lake is to be constructed at sutue point on the
in.
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line, presumably in Silver Spring canyon. The exact
our large three-floo- r
New Mexico, as well as Colorado and west Texas,
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repository.
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abounds in the rubber weed. The question Is therefore engineer and officials, as there are a number ot natural
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often asked: If the rubber weed carries the quantity of basins all more or less desirable. It is announced by the ber SO 14 c.
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the i'nlted States geological survey, which is listed as 4l
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The annual meeting of the Arkansas Valley Fair as- now soon we will know about artesian water. AlamoPrompt Service Day or Night.
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Watermelon day will be celebrated on Septmbr 7.
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act until it goes down on the last.
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H
TRY TO RUN AWAY elevating,
One
huCent
prrfcord lor fcarh insertion
and is full of Intense
T innr proper clmwtlcntion AW for
H
man Interest. The people whom you
this column must Ik in thotNr bofore
meet In "York Sta.te Folks" are natW
3 o'clock p.m. AH phonwl rweiv
H
the
you
met
liad
and you feel as if
Mmc careful fit ten Hon that is given to
Man Wanted by Arkansas Off- ural,
H
AH
accounts
brought to the olVtce.
them before. This probably
Store Closes 12:30 to 2:30 during
Store Closes 12:30 to 2:30 during
THE BIG STORE WITH LITTLE PRICES
lor the lndlscrlhable charm which the
August.
August.
dream has for those who witness it.
icers Gave Himself up
It appeals to even the most blase,
PERMANENT SALARIED POSITIONS
like the scent of apple blossoms, the
Early Last Evening.
H
f
ability. Wi nteH at one
mm of
odor of new mown hay, tne twitter for
hunrtreH ol men h can present high ffmHe proposibubgrove
In
and the
the
tion and produce rnult. I'rcvlntM experience not
of the bird
tut el W tit
bling brook. In this, it preaches a essentia- Lhoict of desirable Welocation.
to have liitd in
NOT BELltAED TO BE CROOKED sermon that elevates the stage in the Vportunity for advancement.
our tt ofbee maav Kurutive, Clerical and Techniral
und rnd opport unities for men having
ryes of those who have found Just position
money to invent with their services
Writs us
cause for adverse criticism.
ponitton Heired.
ttJttinff
H. W. Ilallard, of Joneslxiro, Ark.,
(Inc.). Brain Brokers
HAPCOOOS
some
who came to Albuquerque
917 Chemical bulkling-- M. Lot-tMAY MEAN STOCK COMweeks bko to take a position In the
WANTED.
Rio Grande Woolen mills, was arrest- e
PANY HOTEL FOR SOCORRO
ed earlv last evening by Chief of
WANTED Three painters, highest
McMtllln, who acted upon a
wages. C. A. Hudson.
PRESIDENT KEYES SAYS SCHOOL
from the nheilff of Joneshoro,
OF
A WANTED A girl for general house- m
MINES
WITH
OPEN
WILL
stating that Ballard was wanted
work. Call. Mrs. Harry Johnson,
LARGE ATTENDANCE.
214 Sliver avenue.
there.
The officers had no trouble In locatDr. Charles R. Keyes, president of WANTED At once, a night miller and
ing l heir man. Yesterday, as soon the New Mexico School of Mines, at
night engineer; both mut be reliaas Mallard read an article in the morn- Socorro, passed through the city this
ble, capable and sober. Wages, 12.50
per day. The John Backer coming paper In which lie was charged morning en route to Santa Fe, where
pany, Belen, N. M.
with being a "had paper artist," he he is called on school mat'ers. Pr.
telephoned to Chief of Police Thomas Keyes says that students
Carpenters. Apply John
arriving WANTED
Mc.Mililn and Informed the officer that early have begun work alreidy, and
Hart, 524 South First street.
If he was wanted he would at once the prospects are that the Bchool will WANTED Dining room girl, at Robxx
sumnder. He was told that no word have a very large attendance this
erts' restaurant.
had I'een received from the Jones-bor- year. The present flattering pros- WANTED Salesman, speaking both
officers to arrest liim.
English and Spanish for country
pects point in that direction.
State
Ho was not satisfied, however, and
general merchandise store.
Dr. Keyes also says that S.xoiro is
humcd up Chief Mc.Mililn, and to-- ! in a fair way to have a new hotel, of
salary expected and references.
pother they went to the telegraph of- w hich the city has been badly In need
B. W., care of this office.
see the
fice, where Ballard wrote the follow- of since the burning of the Windsor WANTED
1,000 people to
ing message which was sent to .lones-bo- i last spring. A stock company Is be"Old Maid's Convention" at Colombo
o:
ing formed of Socorro people, for the
ball September 1.
H
I.ogan, Joneshoro, project, with a capital of $25,000. The WANTED Solicitor and canvasser.
She riff John T.
Ark.
U
new hostelry will be built of brick,
Salary and Commission. Apply C
Have you papers for H. W. Ballard? directly north of the Socorro county
D, care of Citizen office.
He is here. (Signed)
who can
court house and facing Kitteial park WANTED Stenographer,
THOMAS M'MILI.IM,
on the Bouth.
also assist on books. Address, in
Chief of Police.
own handwriting, giving experience
"When you get an answer to that NEW MEXICO STOCKMEN
and qualifications and salary wantmessage, and if they want me," said
ed. Postofhce box 201.
Ballard to the officer, "all you have
LEASE IMMENSE TRACT WANTED Couple to take sunny,
H
to do is to telephone me and I will
front room and board with private
M
give myself up."
family.
Also
erect
privilege
tent
to
Hon. Solomon l.una
and County
He kept his word and surrendered Treasurer Frank A. Huhliell returned
In large sunny yard, by taking taH
to Chief McMillin eaily last evening, yesterday
ble board. No objection to invalids.
Magdalena,
morning
from
when the following message was where on Saturday they attended a
4ofi North Arno street.
shown hlni:
meeting of
stockmen of the south- WANTED Girl for general houseChief of Police McMillin, Albuquer- ern part of the
work. Apply Mrs. Wagner, 20l
territory. The meetthe
que, N. M.
North Second street.
purpose of closing
was
held
for
the
Arrest and hold Ballard. I am com- ing a deal with the Atchison, Topeka WANTED Gentlemen's second-haning. Answer. (Signed)
clothing. No. 615 South First street,
& Santa
Fe railway, whereby the
JOHN T. LOGAN,
of that section could lease
south of viaduct. Send address and
stocMnen
I
Sheriff. about 400,000 acres of land for grazwill call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor.
Ballard was not locked up, hut upon ing purposes. The land
leased by the
request, he was allowed the privilege
and sheep men Is located in
MALE HELP WANTED.
of being placed In the custody of a cattle
Western Socorro and Valencia coun
private guard. Thomas Jordan took ties.
telegraphy and railroad ac IB
l.earn
W. F. Talliaferro, of Topeka,
charge of the prisoner.
$50 to $100 a month salary!
counting;
chief clerk of the land department of
under bond,
His Case a Peculiar One.
Fe, and H. S. Van Slyek, assured our graduates
Santa
the
According to the sto:y of Mr. BalOur six schools the largest In Anier--i
for a moment What would be the use
lard, he has not been guil'y of any l'aso, lepresented
L"
the railway coin-- : Write for catalogue. Morse Schoolof;
of inviting you to our store If we did
;i
crooked work, as charged, but Is simnot have the right
COSTS US MORE THAN OTHERS BUT
ply the victim of a series of unforleiegrapcy, vincinnau, uiuo; uuusiu,
N. Y.; Atlanta, ua.; La crosse, wis.;
tunate business ventures. He came
YOU
WE DONT RAISE THE PRICE TO
Texarkana, Texas, and San Fninclsco,
to this city from Joneshoro some two BRING YOUR PUMPKI.S TO
Cal.
weeks ago, as is stated above, and
THE TERRITORIAL FAIR
has been here ever since.
FOR RENT.
We sell Mentor Underwear because
"I Tiavo not been dodging the offOFFERS LIBERAL FOR RENT Nice
icers at all. stated he to The Citizen ASSOCIATION
we know it will please our customer
front olllce
reporter. "I have been in AlbuquerPRIZES FOR BEST EXHIBITS OF
Ciomwell block. Apply to B.
more than any other kind, and that
que all the time, and reports pubSloyster.
VEGETABLES
DIFFERENT
OF
pays us best In the end.
lished to the effect that I had left the
in
Apartments
Park
one visit under such circumstance
RENT
FOR
VARIETIES.
The manufacturers of Mentor stand
city are false," continued Mr. Ballard.
eight rooms each;
View terrace,
would be enough. But we want you
"I am not at all worried about the
H.
back of our garments to you on every
modern equipment throughout.
as a constant caller, so we make sure
One
department
hall
of
exhibition
outsome, as I have done nothing
'
H. Tllton, room 19, Grant block.
to have
garment, for fit no shrinking even
.
twenty-fiftfair,
the
at
territorial
crooked and will have no trouble in
FOR ' RENT One nicely furnished
unwarm,
which
soft,
more
attract
'should
boiled;
comfort
for
when
than
proving my innocence when the proper usual
room. 214 South Walter street.
attention and which will be of
yarn; for health betime arrives."
great interest to the farmers and gar- FOR RENT Four room house, 215
readily
absorbs the body's
cause
it
820
Apply
South
at
Atlantic avenue.
Is Prominently Connected.
deners of the San Juan country, the
Third street.
perspiration, and keeps you warm.
The accused man has papers in his Pecos valley, the Rio Grande valley
possession that show he is quite and the Mesilla valley, will be the FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms;
We would like you to try Mentor
Apply 820
prominently connected 'iri 'Joneshoro. garden department. The fair associa
modern conveniences.
f
Garments.
standing
good
of
a
In
is
street.
member
South Third
He
tion has made some very liberal ofWe will take them back If they are
FOR RENT Two large rooms for
the commercial club of that city, and fers for vegetable exhibits, and it-I-s
that you can find no fault with
light housekeeping,
with electric
has letters from prominent citizens already assuied of a large number of
not right.
prices you cannot criticise.
showing him to be a man of good entries.
light. Also two cheaper rooms for
light
housekeeping,
$5
Mrs.
each.
character. Ballard says that be was
The prizes are as follows:
formerly a lawyer and has been promMade in Union and
H. E. Rutherford, same block with
Best collection of vegetables, equal
Congregational church.
inent In Arkansas politics, running for to total weight of 250 pounds, $25.
Two-Piec- e
Suits for
state senator several years ago, but
Best exhibit or vegetables, raised FOR RENT From one to five nicely
305 Railroad Avenue
was defeated by fifteen votes. Dur- by one grower, $15.
furnished rooms for light house'
ing the past year he has been engaged
keeping;
thirty
or
also
of
ten
ranch
.
Best potatoes, $10.
acres, with four-rooin the real estate business.
house, furLargest pumpkin or squash, $10.
He gives as his reason for coming
nished or unfurnished. Apply Mrs.
Largest sugar beet, $5.
E. K. Nonis, 524 John street.
to New Mexico, that he found that he
The entrance fee is free.
FOR RENT Large, eiry rooms, for
could not make a living in Joneshousekeeping, corner of Sixth street
horo, and having secured a position
CCNSTRUCTION CO.
ELECTRIC &
FALL ANNOUNCEMENT
SOUTHWESTERN
here, decided to locate In AlbuquT
and Railroad avenue.
WKS'L1
que.
FOR RENT A suite of three rooms,
KAILKOAD AVKXUK
very deslreable for party of young
He Is a married man, and Tils wifo OF THE ALBUQUERQUE BUSI
NESS COLLEGE.
men. 713 West Copper.
was formerly a Boulder, Colo., girl,
FOR RENT Most desirable room
where her parents now reside and
registration
The
opening
fall
of
for
In city, single or ensulte, with table
wheie her father Is deputy county re- pupils at the Albuquerque Business
board. 713 West Copper.
corder. She Is supposed to be on her college will occur September 4,
and
w ay to this city to join her husband.
open
regular
day
will
the
session
the
FOR SALE.
Ballard has employed Attorney FeThe evening sessions,
lix Lester to defend him, and it is following.
Wednes-dayy- s FOR SALE
will
on
which
be
Mondays,
Of Every Description
Furniture and household
said that he will fight any attempt
goods. 519 eleher avenue.
and Fridays of each week, will
made to extradite him.
open at the same time.
FOR SALE Four year old saddle
The college this year will be under
Agents (or the
pony; drive single or double; aiso
Ballard Ordered Released.
saddle and bridle. Apply 1120 South
Late this afternoon the following the supervision of Prof. R. O. Stoll
Dynamos and Motors
telegram was received
Arno street.
from Jones- wen Known tnrougnout the east as a
'
horo. Ark., by Chief of Police Thomas business educator who holds a posi- FOR SALE Show cases, tables suittion In the front ranks of the proles
able for counters, counter scales,
Store and Residence WirMcMillin:
ing a Specialty. All Work
and one large coffee mill; all In
Turn Ballard loose. His business sion.
The shorthand course will be In the
good condition.
Fully Guaranteed.
The Globe Store,
here has been made satisfactory.
hands of Prof. H. L. Pitman, who ia
216 West Railroad avenue.
JOHN T. LOGAN,
Sheriff. a member of the Illustrious family, to FOR SALE Two fine residence lots, ''''''
Agents for the Celebrated
close in. Address, P. O. Box 11,
Mr. Ballard was advised of the re- wnom tne world Is Indebted for the
city.
"GYROFAHS"
ceipt of the telegram by Chief Mc- first practical system of shorthand.
Prof. Montoya will be in charge of FOR SALF: Saddle pony.
Inquire
Millin.
He made no comment, other
European
in
them
See
bpanish classes,
115 South Sixth streeL
than that he was not at all surprised, tneGeorge
Hotel Kestauraut
Craig, a practical drafts FOR SALE Two snaps In Teal estate.
as he knew that he had not done
wrong. He has taken a position with man. will teaoh the pupils wno take
Lot 3, in Block 29, of Huning's
Highland addition. $400.00. Lots 7,
J. H. Bearrup, proprietor of the Rio mecnanicai drawing.
MEMBER
President Ramsay will teach, Inci
8 and 9, corner of Hill street and
Grande Woolen mills, and has already
We glvo Tickets tor the Piano Contest
NATIONAL ELECTRICAL
Copper avenue, Brownwell & Lail's
entered uion his duties. Mr. Bearrup dentally and generally, and will rep
stood by Ballard in rils trouble, as he resent the college on the outside.
addition. This Is one of the finest
CONTRACTORS'ASSOCIATION
More t!an $t,000 worth of fixtures,
had great confidence In him.
building sites In that part of the
typewriters and school equipments
city, and if sold quick can be had
have been ordered for the school,
M. P. STAMM.
PREPARING TO ATTEND
for $800.00.
which will continue to be located In
txxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxHxxxxxxxxxnxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
NATIONAL ENCAMPMENT tbe lileckler block on Fourth sttett
LOST.
4
and Gold avenue, until much larger
A
LOST, STRAYKD OR STOLKN
The New Mexico veterans of the quarters have been prepared for It
mare,
roan
face,
white
strawberry
Parents should take pride In and
Civil war are bestirring themselves
four white feet, mane clipped short,
patronize the business college, as It Is
getting ready to attend the national always
long tail;
reward and no ques- Sold by TNE ALBUQUERQUE CARRIAGE CO., Albuquerque, N, M
making for the advancement
encampment of the Grand Army of
tions asked, If returned to J. V.
of
city,
educationally
the
commer
and
at
Republic,
will
place
which
take
the
McQuade, 234 North Walter' street.
Denver September 4 to 9. G. K. War- cially. If you have no children of
Room 18, N. T. Armijo Building.
5
ren post No. 5, the local organization, your own to send, please advise oth-e;Come and take a peep at the new
numbers something over loo members, the Make It a point to Investigate arrivals in the millinery department
talk with the teachers so at The Economist.
and the prospect is that nearly all of voti school;
Do you realize that you can get
i.m give fi'hers an Idea of Its
Two
them will go and take tbeir wives and
facilities.
A Touching Story
other memoers of their families.
MODERN Telephone Service today for
;, ....i i.; a
A business
is
most Ia thr savins; from death of the rnby girl
which will prooahly swell Albuquerof Geo. A. Eyler, Cumberland, Mil. lie
que's contribution to the encampment '.alual.le educational as. t.
what
you are paying for inferior
wrrllen:
"At the Rue of 11 months our
in
Inquire tor particulars at the col- little
girl wna In declining health
to aiiout 2Tn people.
lege
office.
service.
erloue throat trouble, and two physiTin re is some d issat isfact ion among
is
cians rave her up. We were ahnottt in
GEOKfiH s It V.iSAY,
the veterans, however, on the rate
we
try
to
despair,
Dr.
when
resolved
R.
O.
STOI.l.,
be
President. King's New IMscovery for Consumption,
question. One of the active membeis
The only Lony Distance TransSecretary.
Cotilfha and Colds. The first bottle gave
of the Mst said last plght that aland Receivers; Wall or
mitters
was
taking
time
relief,
she
bottles
after
four
though the rate from here to Denver
cured and is now In perfect health
Desk
Sets;
Lonj time contracts as
bad been placed lower than ever becoiiKh
cure
and
a
to
relieve
Never falls
appli3
or rold. At all dealers: 6"c and $1. Guarfore, he thought that Albuquerque was
wish;
you
Lowest
rates.
Ave.
Cold
being discriminated again.
ances.
The grocer would be tco anteed. Trial bottle free.
The rate given tbe old soldiers at
Playing for Texas Championship.
' fTTfTTTf f TTTTTTT TTTTT1TTI XXXTTXXTT XXTXT TXXXTJ XXXT XT
Santa Fe by the Santa Fe and Den- comfortable if all his gooiia
San Antonio, Texas, Auk. 28. The
ver & Rio Grande railroad, Is only
$S.".), while the rate
from here to were like Schillinj's Best and regular annual lawn tennU touiua- uit nt tor the Tt'.xas state ehamplonDenver, a distance of eighty-fivmiles
tingles and doubles opened
further, is $13". From I. as Vegas rjacked by the mker aj they i,..-''!the rate Is $13.55.
rif-are.
Iroui all pans of tho state.
.in
"YORK STATE FOLKS."
The tournament Is held at the coiirtsl
Money back.'
What promises to be one of the
if the San Antonio Tennis club. Win-- '
events of the
f;rea 'htatri.-anors in the Hinples will 'have the prlv-- ' '
,w
is the eiiitu'i'ineni of the "York State
il
v
- of challenging Somp Ituss of the
o Wednesday, August 30, 1905
Folks" which comes to the Elks:' opSan Antonio I. awn Tennis club, the
WILL APPEAR IN CONCERT AT
AUGUST AND SEPTEMBER ARE holili-- of the championship. The win-era bouse ne; Thursday evening.
But nothing can tcMpse the proposition the ga company it making
"York State Folks'' appear to pos- THE WORST MONTHS FOR CHICK- ners of the doubles may challenge
your
to
kitchen, the
on gaa range. Think of it. From the main
13
sess a charm which can almost be EN CHOLERA.
INTERNATIONAL Walter and Leon Walthall, of the same
range is set up and ready for use. You buy the range, we do the
classed as fascination. While it does POULTRY FOOD WILL CURE THAT club, who won the championship In
rest.
PACKAGE CON- doubles last year. Fiiot and second
not contain any tragic situations, does DISEASE.
"problem," TAINS 100 FEEDS FOR 12 FOWLS. prizes will be awarded In both events,
not exploit any
SEE THE GAS MAN Fourth and Gold Avenue
what- PRICE REFUNDED. IF IT FAILS. E. W. U. Hamilton, Jr., will referee the
and has no theatrical clap-traj
ever, it has inate power to hold the WJ FEE, 620 SOUTH SECOND ST.
matches.
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SEE OUR REMNANT COUNTER
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Stop and Think

Comfort Underwear

i

,.,.'

Floor Coverings

Am

n.

h

g

.

Carpets and Rugs

Albert Pabcf,

the Whole Family

THE GLOBE STORE

Electrical

Pumping

Plants

Crocker-Wheel-

'

216 S. SECOND ST.

the: bible wagon

$-

The Colorado Telephone Company.

-0

Ov

Poor Woman

thirds of

her time

spent

the

entitled to as much
kitchen, and she
comfort and relief as can secured through
modern
See the Gas Man
saving
Fourth and

BRUNO DIECKMANN

Look Put for the Eclipse
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SEPTEMBER 8th

I
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The ECONOMIST

White Bed Spreads
AT

I,.'

JrZ?

QhoysEUg

Mdlvaiwc

iRfeir

IFail

b

Suits

'E ARE at it steadily. The winding up of the month ot August
and with it the .summer season must be made a busy one in
this shnro Alhncmprmi e's Most PoDular Store. So we are
placing two irons in the fire. One is

Bargains in Blankets
Hundreds of pair of new, fresh and clean Blankets are placed on sale
at the most popular prices ever known for goods of like quality. The
values are certainly tempting, and by coming here you will ee your
way clear of supplying all your needs In that direction at a smart
saving of both time and money.

GSc
Other

Robe

1.43

$1
Splendid Values
"

rr--

Blankets, ct. a pair
Blankets, at, a pair
Blankets, at, a pair

7.

Blankets, at, a pair
Blankets, at, a pair
Blankets, at, a pair

Arc:

1O0
1-2-

Comfort Specials

4-4-

Bed Spreads
90c .
$1.00
$1.25
$1.50

$2.50
$3.oo
$3.50
$4.oo
$4.50
$5.oo
$6.oo

89
1

OO

1-2-

1 50
1 75

$1.75
$2.00

EVENING CITIZEN
Published Daily and Weekly.
B the Citizen Publishing Company.
Entered at postoffice for transmission through the malls as second

TJnion

v) LA BEL?

OFFICIAL PAPER QF
B ERNALI LLOCO U NTY
Associated FreiT. aTi rnuoii iioyatches.
fcargest Ciljr ana County Circulation.
The Largest New Mexico Circulation.
Largest Northern Arizona Circulation.
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
Daily by mail. 1 year in advance $5.00
60
Daily by mail, one month
60
Dail by car.ier. 1 month
Weekly by mail, one year .... $2.00
The Evening Cititeu will be deiiv-ere- d
in the eiiy at the low rate ot 20
cents per week, or for CO cents per
month when paid monthly.
Rates for advertising can be had
on appl't'on.
Subscribers will, confer a favor by
notifying us immediately on any
of the paper.
nou-dellve-

letters and remittances Bhould
addressed to The Citizen Publishing Company. Drafts, checks and
and express money must
be" made payable to the order of the
company. .
OUR TELEPHONES.
Bell. 15
Automatic, 183
All

fce

post-offic-

e

GRAPHIC

MINERS
GO ON STRIKE

Unusual Activity in the Kelly
District Going on

at Present.
VARIOUS

NEWS

OF

THE

5

2-5-

2 05
3-5-

I

THE SCRAPPY FACE OF
TENNIS CHAMPION

j .50,

35

00

Silk Shirt Waists, in black, white, and light
fine specimens of the tailors' vart, at

blue-t-

he

12.50, 15.00, 17.50, 20.00, 25.00

3.93
Clearance of Cotton Skirts

s

N. PEACH

out

black, blue, brown,

Clearance of White Wash Suits

2-0-

1-2-

5-2-

e

at

Wash Suits, with the new long
coats; also one with a short coat;
$6.00 values at

3-4-

4-4-

hand-mad-

newest

2-3-

3 05

from this town will attend the Agricultural college at Las Cruces the
cinniug school year.
A certain young lady ief this town
.
was1 seen the other day in the
store at Magdalena, purchasing Borne
very fine pieces of dress goods. Those
who observe closely the signs declare
that it means a wedding.
Mrs. Joseph Brown, wife of Joseph
Brown, superintendent of the Giaphic
mine, is on the sick list. She is suffering with the grip.
Your correspondent who got mixed
up In a runaway six weeks ago, and
who sustained serious injuries in the
catastrophe, is improving, but he is
not yet able to walk.
Unofficially we are Informed that
Joseph Hilton and Miss Emma Phil
lips, both of Magilalena, are to be
married soon.
Miss Geoigie Gamel, of Clayton, N.
M., who has been a pleasant visitor';
In the town for the past two months,
will leave shortly for Denver, Colo.,
where she will spend a few days with
L'iends and visit places of interest in
that city. From there she will probably return to her home. Miss Gamel
has many iriends at Kelly who all regret to hear of her departure.
What the Mines Are Doing.
company have re
The
duced 'heir force to abut twenty
men, for an indefinite time, or until
they tap their large ore bodies from
the new shaft. Three shifts are em
ployed in this shaft and the woik Is
being pushed. New machinery will
soon be installed on the property and
great results will then be looked for.
The Graphic force went out 01 a
strike last Tuesday, but are drifting
back to work again. The Graphic is
Fhippiug some very rich copper ore
tnese days and are also shipping
some sulphides.
Great development
woik is deing done at the Grapnic.
The Key and the Juanita mines are
lioving along nicely and are taking
out some good zinc ore. Small forces
of men are employed at these mines.

98c
of Walking Skirts

Walking Skirts of black pique,
black duck and grass linen; but a
few left; $2.50 values at

Clearance

Made of Sicilians, in green and
brown; also some In light mixtures; regular price $7.50; at

9S
(JO

Lawn Kimonos, at
Lawn Wrappers, at

50

Wash Petticoats, at
Calico Wrappers, at

4i)

& CO.

Real Estate Dealers. Moved to 208'g
West Gold Ave., ground floor.

Time, Labor

Get our prices before you buy. We
have for a short time a few good
brick and frame houses and choice
vacant lots, on easy terms,
AT
PRICES.
Have vacant I6ts on the Highlands
from $100 to $300; $10 down, and $1
per weeK.
nis is a gooa investment
and will double In price in a short j
time. We have renters for all classes
of buildings, but very few to rent. Iti
will pay you to list your property
with us. All business entrusted with
us will receive prompt attention.

and Money

BED-ROC-

I

The saving of time means comfort.
The saving of labor means ease. The
saving of money means economy. All
these savings can best be attained by
installing a

1

y

,i-.T--:

w-'iii-

COMING

August 31
September

PENINSULAR

HI

EVENTS

"York State Folk"
"Old Maid's Conven- ion," at Colombo hall.
September 5 School begins, the
day after Labor day.
September 8 The Bruno Dieckman
concert.
September 18 to 23 Twenty-fiftTerritorial Fair.
MEET KNIGHT'S MIDNIGHT SUN
SEPTEMBER 23.
1

MAY SUTTON
Among the characteristics which,"! will expression of Miss Sutton is
impressed English tennis critics dur- shown in this illustration, and made
by a- - staff artist during recent intering the recent championships In the
national tournament, when Miss Sutsnug little isle was the determination ton became the woman tennis cham
of the California girl, May Sutton, to pion of the world, defeating the great
overcome every obstacle. The grim est woman player In all England.

I
'

RANGE

In dollars and cents they cost no more. In quality they are
better than
superior. In durability they last longer. One-thirany other. You are most cordlaily invited to examine our new
line.
d

Prices

In

Plain Figures $3Q and Up

Old stoves taken

at a fair valuation.

h

THE McBRAIN

FURNITURE

CO.,

205

Gold

Ave.

NEW MEXICO

25th Tetfi.itoi.iaI Fait

CHAMPION CRESCEUS

September 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23

TO BE AUCTIONED

Bent Her Double,
"I knew no one for four weeks, when
I wan Bt'-w'iri typhoid
and kidney trouble," writes Mrs. fever
Annte Hunter,
of PlttBburg, Pa., "and when I got better., although I bad one of the beat doctors 1 could get, I was bent double, and
had to rest my hands on my knees
when I
From this terrible
CAMP diction Iwalked.
was rescued by Electing
bit- k

Special Correspondence.
Kelly, N. M., Aug. 8. Philip Ar
gall, a mining expert of Denver, Colo.
and M. R. Lancaster, a mining man
of Chihuahua, Mexico, were in Kelly
for a few days last week, taking samples of the Kelly mine and making
a thorough examination of the property. Mr. Argall is a giaduate of
some of the bent mining schools in
England and he is considered by mining critics to be one of the best geologists in the United States. He has
written widely circulated reports on
geology from various sections of the
world, and his articles are standards
Mr. Lancaster is also
of authority.
a shrewd mining man ana i
thorough in 'nis line. 1 he gentlemen
left Wednesday niyht of lust week for
San Carlos, Ariz., where they will
make an examination of the Starlight
mine, eight miles from that city.
Lvman Whited. formerly of this
town, but now of Rosedale, was here
Saturday and Sunday visiting rela-- '
iivi-- i
Mr. Whited is
mwi i.i.i friend.
an old miner and prospector and is
interested in some very good mining
claims in the Rosedale district. He
Rosedale is u nuiet burg at present, but 'ne thinks it will soon be one
of the best mining (amps in the, ter;
r.'.oi y.
Miss Marv Exter daughter of Mr.
Exu'i', left Sunday
and Mrs. S.nu
dale, when- the will
morning for H
spend the e.!a:init r (if her vacation
with relatives ami ttitiiJs. Miss May
la a student of the Agricultural college at Las Cruce.--, and she will resume her duties in that
when Its doors open lor the next term
of school.
Quite a number of young people

ATTRACTIONS

ters, wnicn restored my health and
strength, and now I sn walk as
straight as ever. They are simply wonderful." Guaranteed to
ure stomach,
liver and kidney disorders: at all druggists, i'rloe 60c
MERCHANT TAILOR
O.

BAMBINI HAS OPENED BUSI
NESS AT NO. 209 WEST RAIL'
HOAD AVENUE.

I have opened a merchant tailoring
establishment upstairs over No. 2ua
West Railroad avenue, and solicit the
patronage
of the general, public,
Suits made too order. Clothes cleaned
pressed and repaired. The specific I
use will not Injure the cloth. Ladies'
garments also cleaned, and walking
skirts made to order. FK guaranteed.
experience In
Have had 15 years
this city. Give Die a trial.

'j

11

Rich,

In

220, 25 00, 2P0'

17,50,

OUR

2-1-

53-nc- h

Several other styles of these very modish suits,
green and fancy mixtures; reasonably
priced,

line of Comforts is unusally strong. The assortment is quite complete and the prices have
during the Sale. Cold nights
a trimming; that will make them move at a double-quic- k
So you had better prepare. To spend your money in the dry goods store is
will soon be here.
preferable to paying it out on drugs and doctor bills. Good values throughout the entire stock.
Comferts at ..
O OO
Comforts at
1 3."
at
Comforts at
75 Comforts
Comforta at ....... 7. OO
Comforts at
Comforts at
1 IS
2
05
Comforts at
1 OO Comforts at
....
Comforts
at
1 MS
Contorts at
lO OO
Comforts at
Comforts at
5 00 Comforts at
12 00
Comforts at

B.-U-

class matter.

length coat;
most excellently tailored throughnewest
out;
materials; $20.00
value eloewhere. Here at

Tight-fitting- ,

1-S3-5-

SuitsatSJ4

INTRODUCTORY Sale of New Fall Suits,
Coats, Skirts and 'Waists, and final clearance prices on all SUMMER APPAftEL.

The Sale of Bedding includes Blankets, Comfortables and Cotton Bed
Spreads. The First Display of Autumn Styles will introduce to you the
Correct Ideas in Women's Suits, Skirts and Waists. This week's showing
will give you a comprehensive idea of the styles that will be most favored
for the autumn and winter season. Step in any day this week, it will
afford U3, great pleasure to show you the new arrivals.

Blankets Soft as
down, in various
color combinations; good size; special, a pair,
$1.00 and $1.48.
Fancy

Soft Cotton Blankets In White,
Grey and Tan; fancy, colored borders; worth 85c pair; special, 65c.

Smi fort

New Swagger Long Coat

The Great Sale of Bed Clothes
TIIK OT1IKU
The First Showing of Autumn Styles

We carry In stock Wool Blankets running up to $15.00 a pair. Better goods
than we are offering for the money
cannot be found elsewhere.

If

YOU OUGHT TO SEE THESE BY
.
.
ALL MEANS

and

YOU CAN'T AFFORD TO MISS
...
.
.
THIS SALE

o

Hemmed and Fringed at

Albuquerque's Biggest, Brightest and Busiest Store

that

Spreads

Crochet

"fT

Worth $1.00
and cheap

AUG. 28, 1905.

MONDAY,

j

j

O. BAMBINI.

The Only Way.
There is no way to maintain the
health and strength or mind and body
except by nourishment. There Is no
way to nourish except through the
stomach, The stomach must be kept
healthy, pure and sweet or the
strength will let down and disease
No appetite,
loss of
will set up.
strength, nervousness, headache, con- stlpation, lad breath, sour risings,
dyspepsia ana an
nftlug, ifja:g-stiostomach troubles that are curab.e are
quickly cured by the use of Ko.lol
Iiyenepsia Cure. Kodol digests what
you eat and strengthens the whole
digestive apparatus.
Scrofula, salt rheum, hys!pelas and
other distressing eruptive disease's
yield quickly uml permanently to the
cleansing, purifying power of Iltirdock
lilood Hitters.

CKKCEUS,

2:fiUi.
by his ortuer, George 11. Ketchum of
Toledo. Inning his career on the
trotting
established
turf Creceus
thirty r ords, and harness horse history do. s not coniaiu the name of a
gaiui r o. of a greater performer than
the son 01 Hubert .McGregor uml Ma-

Creceus, the greatest trotting stallion lie world has ever known, is to
be sent to the block for disposal. The
"golden chestnut whirlwind," who a
for
lew years at;o held the record
liotters and who today holds the mark
for stallions, is to be disposed of a!
the Easig Tipton bale in New York, ,iel.

I'llltT

HI. IS.--! DESERTER
FORMER
CAPTURED AT CLOUDROFT

Spanish Bailes Every Evening
U. S. Cavalry Drills
Fruit and Art Exhibit
Confetti Battles
Marching Bands
Cow Boys' Relay Races
Local Horse Show of Expert
Riding and Driving
Pyrotechnic Display, Nightly,
Two Tons of Red Fire

Free Street Entertainments
Every Evening from 8 to
11 O'clock

Excursions from All Points at Greatly Reduced Rates

-

ARIZONA GOVERNOR
VERY ILL IN CHICAGO

Ex (1
X. O. Murphy, of Arizona, is
William Hurley, a deserter from Ft.
llliss, was ("i pi it re by ousialiie Ma- (lilllel ou
ill at Chicago. Governor
tthews at Cloudcrort last week ami Murphy n
an operation for
derwent
,
Sim-S.
was
from
Fort
Isaac
detailed
. in his apartments ut the
appelldiei:
Tuesalu-(jo
llliss to
the deserter.
The operation
day morning Mr. Sims left for Fort Aud'.toriui!
Annev.
IJ.iss with his prisoner. The deserter was potior ned by lr. John H. Murphy,
of Chicane the famous surgeon.
enlisted at Fort Worth, Texas.
1

Grand Stock Show
Broncho Busting
Horse Racing
.Wierd Indian Dances
Trotting Ostrich
Athletic Sports
Automobile Race and Parade
Baseball Tournament
Motor Cycle Races
Grand Street Parades
Mineral Exhibits
Montezuma Ball

Get on the Trail that Leads
TO ALBUQUERQUE

W. II. GREER, President

D.

K.

I).

SELLERS,

Secretary
uBSE9fl

w
1

4

MONDAY,

ALBUQUERQUE EVEKINO CITIZEN.

AUG. 28, 1905.
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INSURES A CLEAR SKIN
.v,.

...

&
.

J.

49

When l'.c:',cina. Acne, Tcttrr, I'iinplc9.
nr other skin diseases mnke their uppear-Kiu-- r
it is a sure sign that the Mood i
filled with humors mid burning acids.
These being forced through the pore
"d nl.in.ls burn and blister the skin, pro-ding the eruptions which nre usuuilv
accompanied with intense itching, aud
aie dibt'ib'urit)g and humiliating.

.......

Vr

bad, as
niro mv blood w
bv akin eruptions on Ulrpt
ts
body,
of
symptom,
tho
and
other
o 1 conrlmted to try S. 8.
, know inn it
to ! hik'hlv sqioken of. 8After nsinn
a
n amber of bottle
do tint remember now
bow
my
much
wns
thorlust
blood
oughly purified and enriched ami 1 WhS
relieved of all eruptions and manifeRta-tiau- s
of impure blood. I believe 8. 8. 8
to bo nn excellent blood mediofne, end
anv one in need ot surh a medicine
would do well to use it. They will find
IT a pertect rure as
it proved to be in my
cone.
MRS. C. E. SHOEM AKEH.
Alliance, O , 61U E. Fatleisb St.

!i
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M
'
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VEGETABLE.

tonics

all

for

building np the entire system, increasing
the appetite and helping the digestion,
ti. S. b. cures all skin diseases promptly
and permanently, leaving the skid soft
and smooth. Only bv keeping the blood
pure can we hope to have a clear skin.
Rook on Skin Diseases and nuy medical

n)

advice you niay wish free of charge.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIi CO., Atlanta. Ga.

3 (o
to 3

CAMP OF THE JAPANESE

1905.

Sr

(jNPtQUOCP

& lHOABWOOtt

ARMY BEFORE THE RUSSIAN LINES NORTH OK MUKDEN.

LAS CRUCES
IS

t

BETWEEN HIS CHURCH ANI

BR DE

Citizens Resent Sensational
Story in the New

DECREE OF THE POPE DECLAR-

York Times!

ING VOID MARRIAGE TO AMERICAN GIRL CRUSHES THE HIGH
HOPES HELD FOR FOUR YEARS
FORMER
MRS. PARKHURST'S
MARRIAGE
AND DIVORCE
DECIDED TO HAVE BEEN VALID.
Rome, Auir. 28. After four years of
effort to secure papal validation of
the ceremony, the niariiase of Princess Jos. Rospisliorii and has Ameri-babride has been declared null and
void by a decree of Pope Pius X.
This means that the church of
Rome, because she is a divorced
woman, dots not recognize the prince
and his beautiful wife as married. It
not only is a crushing disappointment
to the princess, who was formerly
Mrs. Frederick H. Parkhurst of Ban-RoMe., but is decidedly embarrassing to Prince Rospisliosi, who now
practically has to choose between his
wile whom he loves devotedly, and
the Roman Catholic Church, with
which his family has been identified
for centuries.
His brother, Prince Camillo Rospig-llosl- ,
is commandant of the Papau
noble guard, and the family belongs
to the papal nobility. The effect will
be watched with breathless interest,
not only in Italy, where the full import of the decree amounts to social
ruin, but In Europe generally, and in
America where the princess is socially
prominent.
Princess Rosptgliosi is a granddaughter of Samuel Chester Reid, who
commanded the American privateer
General Armstrong in the battle o.
Fay a I in the war of 1812. She Is descended on her mother's side fioni the
pioneer Rowan family of Kentucky.
As Miss Maria Jennings .Reid, fourteen years ago, she married Colonel
Frederick II. Parkhurst, of Hangor,
Me., at Washington.
In order to conform to the rules of her religion she
succeeded in securing a dispensation
from Rome through the late Archbishop Chapelle, who was then rector of St. Matthew's church, Washington, who performed the ceremony.
The appeal for regocnltion of her
later mart (age was based uon the
claim that the Parkhurst marriage was
void In the eyes of the church, and
that therefore, lier divorce from him
u

MOUNTED

POLICE

BUSY
JUAN

IN SAN

COUNTY

For three weeks past Cipriano Baca,
Julius Meyer and Octariano Perca,
members of the mounted poiice force
of New Mexico have been giving San
Juan county their attention, says the
Index. They have done much good in
this county. They are under Captain
John V. Fullerton and found nearly all
the butchers doing business without a
license, not from any criminal intent
but from neglect of the laws. The laws
regulating these things are good laws
and the mounted police are out to see
that they are obeyed. Tney are c ose
after cattle rustlers and law breakers
and their trip to San Juan county has
had a splendid effect and will bear
fruit In the future.
Captain Fullerton is to be congra'ii-lateupon haing in his service such
men as Pica. Meyer and Perea. May
the good work go right on.
Peculiar Disappearance.
J. D. Kiinyan, of lSullervtlle. Ohio, tai l
paintha peculiar disappearance of hibillioiis-nesful symptoms of indigestion and
to it. Kings New Life Pills. He
says: "Tney are a perfect remedy for
dizziness, sour stomach, headache, constipation, etc". Guaranteed; at all
drug-KiKt-

trice,

CLASS
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S5c.

SCOTTISH RITE

MASONRY

IN SAN MARCIAL
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HEARST

A special to tlieiKl Paso Times
from
.as Ci uces, Dona Ana county, dated

August I'ti, says:
"The posi master at I.as Cruces can
neither read nor write.
j..
lego I'.aca. the lawyer of El Paso and
Socorro, has killed four menDane s are held in one of the largest
churches of this city and an Italian
girl was forced to dance for the amtlse- mom of spectators tint li she dropped
.dead from exhaustion." These and
other false and absurd statements are
contained In last Sunday's Issue of the
New York Times, the text of the fic-- I
tlon being embellished with half tone
j illustrations,
the whole article roast- ing the territory in general and Las
Cruces in particular.
As a result of the publication of
these ca tininies in the New York
paper, the chamber of commerce held
a meeting today and denounced In
strong terms the injury that has been
done to this city and the territory by
the statements contained in the New
York Times.
The chamber of commerce has
'
wired to William Randolph Hearst,
proprietor of the syndicate of papers,
which have been so friendly to New
was supei imuus.
Archbishop Chapelle of having
Mexico, particularly in the territory's
It develops that the records of St. niiueu an inadvertent error,
statehood, requesting him to
Matthew's church show that her marPrince Rospigliosi met the divorced S(fn,i for presetttative
to the southwest
riage to Colonel Parkhurst was al- Mrs. Parkhur,t at I!ar Harbor. Me.
refuil
lowed under a dispensation "In
After an ardent courtship tbey went YOrk
rv
'
contemnora
l'n to a la,e
culms," and this has decided to Rome and were married there on
.
.
the iope In his opinion that the Parkhurst marriage was valid, and that
ujr mo iiiuicu auinoriues, me
It 18 bcHevqrl that ho will respond
therefore, the divorce following It was Piince
determined ,
bf.r I11..
a fact, and that Prince Kospigliosl'a Then began the long struggle for to the request, since a thorough invesmarriage has been with a di voiced impai recognition ot tne ceremony. tigation of the situation and the pub
person, and therefore not to be rec- The princess' former husband, on one lication ot'tne truth woti.d greatly enognized by the church.
of her visits to America last spring to hance the circulation of 1iis papers,
It has been Mrs. Parkhurst's con- obtain data in support of her claim, particularly the Ios Angeles Examintention that the dispensation granted offered to aid her to the extent of her er, which already has a large list of
for her marriage to Parkhurst was ability so that her present happiness subscribers In New Mexico.
Previous to the meeting of the chamtechnically not the dispensation
recould be assured.
While the matter ber of commerce
today a mass meetquired in that case, she alleging that was still In suspense, In 1902,
when a
she was an un baptized person, and child was born to her in Rome, a sen- ing of citizens was held, the consensus
that the church permitted the mar- sation was caused by Cardinal Mac-ch- of opinion among those present being
that some formal action sholld be
riage without being aware of this.
secretary of apostolic briefs,
taken.
However, the records are pronounced bidding an English blue sister to foratto fully cover the alleged condition. tend the princess on the ground
that
Fiendish Suffering.
Thereby the church fully exonerates the marriage waa
Is often caused by sores, u leers snd cancers, thnt eat away your skin. Win.
Bedell, of Flat Rock, Mich., says: "1 have
Bodily pain loses Its terror If you've used HurkU-- s Arnica Salvs for Ulcers,
KOSHER" BUTCHERS
and Cancers, it Is the best heal-ln- f
a bottle of Dr. Thomas' Eclectric Oil Seresdrenslng
1
ever
Soothes
BEGIN SLAUGHTER In the house. Instant relief In oases and he.ils cuts, burns found."
and scalds; 2uc,
of burns, cuts, sprains, accidents of at all drugKin"-- ' guaranteed.
New
York. Aug. 26. Tho retail any sort.
MEET KNIGHT'S MIDNIGHT SUN
o
"kosher" butchers of this city, who
SEPTEMBER
23.
18
IT
EASY
MAKE
GOOD
recently formed an organization
lu
to
WITH
act independently of the western BREAD
CLUB
HOU8I
"Mother was lucky" papa bought a
packers, have opened their new abat- FLOUR.
gas range.
toirs. There were 5i0 prime westein
cattle were slaughtered, dressed and
placed in refrigerator rooms, there to
remain until September 4, when the
IN
stockholders, who are also to be the
customers of the concern, will be allowed to come in and buy.
Strengthen the Stomach With Mi-o-n- a
Pleasantly Effective.
and Keep
Never in the way, no trouble to carry, easy to take, pea?ant and never
Well.
falling in rniis are DoWitt's Little
Karly Ris.-r.-.Hiese pinions little pills
A ' wealthy
philanthropist In New too. will be fr
troin sii i.iu ss in the
aie a certain sua ran tec against headache, biliousness, im i,, d iiver and ali York spends thousands of dollars suuinnv
of the ills resulting ti:,m constipation. eve.y summer 'providing milk for the
restores comnlcto health In
the whole system and euros head
They tonic and strengthen the liver, baliifs, with the
mor- ache,
result
that
the
cure Jaundice. Sold ;jy ai. ur.li'lsts.
backache, sleeplessness, pains
tality is greatly decreased. He ap- and distress after eating,
vertigo,
preciates
the fact that disease germs vertigo, li.art burn, and the general
POPULAR YOUNG PEOPLE
are
common in the summer and that debility which results from a weak
MARRIED AT WINSLOW
the stomach must be kept healthy to stomach and Imperfect digestion.
i I In ja ni n K. Kvans
Miss
Itessie
resist tht-iand
attacks.
A guarantee to return! the money if
P. I.eidcriiiaini were married in Win-- !
(ilibr people, do not live on a milk Mio-ndoes not Miow help. Is given
slow Monday evening at S:;tn o'clock, diet to insure health, but they can so w iUi
i rv
fill ci nt box.
Ask I H
lt v. Wyllie officiating. The bride is stn lift hen the stomach and digestive OTtie h A: Co.
to show
the guar- a Krimiin ; young lady or Hutchinson.
organs by the use of
that they aim p.
Kansas, and tlx- - groom is a nonular
hi alieiinin on the Winslow-dalliidi- '
iv
Vision. Ttiev left
for tkXiJUIitdle.
the coaM on tlndr
;

j

I

Doan's Ointment lips soothed hundreds.
Here's what one Albuquerque citizen says:
J. H. .Cross, of 523 South First
Ftreet, employed In tlie Santa Fe
shops, In the mill department, says:
"Exposure and sitting on damp logs
ami cold stones while In the mountains some three months ago brought
on Itching hemorrhoids.
More commonly they are called piles. While
not severe or serious they were very
annoying and I put off doing anything
to get relief until compelled to. One
evening I stopped Into the Alvarado
Pharmacy and asked Mr. Brlggs for
something to bring relief. I finally decided on Doan's Ointment. The first
application practically cured nje. I
have great confidence In this remedy
for what It did for me. I never used
anything which was so soothing and
healing. I recommend it to others
and know they will not be disappointed in the results If they give It a
trial."
For sale by all dealers. Price BO
Foster-Milburcents.
Co.. Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the nameDdan's and
take no other.
52
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DANGEROUS

GERMS

ltfeMWwC

Hello, Central! l am In dirt from
cellnr to garret.
"Well, you want
Thornton. He is the cleaner." With
competent help. Prices reasonable.
Has both 'phones. Office 510 North
Third street.
--o
RAILROAD TICKETS.
Cut Rates.
For reduced rates to and from all
points ko to Paulsen s Association
Railroad
Ticket
office. Riilroad
tickets bought, sold and exchanged.

nioi-nif-

'I ha.) a nmriit!!!. itchfti
sure on
try '.ca. rfai'tVri d toriirr-nMia it's
(intiiit-iitiHik away tho Inirntut? and
.

1

iuliiiisj instantly and i,uick)y ttlfctod
('. V. I,tnliart
I'crmanf nt cure."
Iluwlins Grcin, Ohio.
o
Turkish Nongaie Is Tee sfter a
dish of lee cream eaten at Mrs. FuK
lerton's confectionery store and les
cream parlor.

r; ip, drip,
iihut i'uuk

drip, oil everywhere"
un Ea:e gaa.

""
C. BALDRIDGE
J.NATHE
AND CHICAGO LUMBER

SHERMAN - WILLIAMS
BUILDING RARER AlPAINT Covers more,
ways In stock. Plaster,
looks best, wears long
Lime, Cement, Ralnt,
est, most economical,
t
full measure.
Class, Sash, Doors, etc.
ST
ANO
STRCCT
rift
COAL
ALBUQUERQUE. H. M,
AVE.
g

Crop th,g

yr- .

.

Uncle Sam will be

j

f,

WW

(JV.ll

busy 7 Let us quote you low prices on
a good enduring plumbing Job.

L. Bell Co.
J.
122 WEST SILVER AVENUm
Automatic Telephone, No. 647.
Colorado Telephone, No. 78 Red.
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Crockery I

Lon"".- -'

Will not lump up.
Iron

Beds,

Stoves

Ranges, Art

and

Needed (bout the House.

BORRADAILE

, AGENT

GROSS

etc.

Squares,

CHARTER

Everything

OAK STEEL RANGES

117 COLD AVENUE

CO.,

&

KELLY

on

Wagons and other Chattels; also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as $10.00 and as high
as 1200.00. Loans are quickly made
and strictly private.
Time:
One
month to one year given. Goods re- K
your
main in
possession. Our rate
are reasonable. Call and see us
st
borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.,
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant BIdg.
315 West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.

Pretty Good

V''"'

-

& CO.

(INCORPORATED)

WHOLESALE

GROCERS

he-fo- re

REDUCED PRICE8
on Dental Work. Plates, $3.00;
Gold Crowns, $6.00;
Fillings,
$1.00 up. Teeth extracted with,
out pain, 50c. All guaranteed.

WOOL, HIDE AND PELT DEALERS
ALBUQUERQUE

HOISTING

AND LAS VEGAS

MACHINERY

HAS BEEN OUR SPECIALTYJOR

.

yl

West Copper Ave.

Plumbing, Gas Fitting, and' Dra;n Laying

Carries the United States mall; only
line with a change of stock enrontgood rigs, horses and drivers; leaves
Aioiquerque every Tuesday and Saturday at 5 a. m. For particulars, address W. L. Trimble & Co., agents,
Albuquerque, or J. B. BLOCK, proprietor, Perea, New Mexico.

SUMMER

i

T14

"empkbss.- -

STAGE LINE

Money
to Loan
Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses,

i

M. BERGER

j

Tli.-.,t.-

Cory Thomas Brown, S:l. honovab e
inspector general, actum under a disby
.Maximilian
pensation grar.'ed
Frosi, V'. honor;bii' inspector general
ih t
fur New Mexico, commuand
nicated tiie derives of the Ancient and
Scottish Riif of l'n e M
trim
,! ;ivi s
tho fourth to 'he
Inclusive, on ti e l.';h and L'mh instant,
In San Marcial, upon a class consistall meming of the follow ing
bers of Hiram lodge No. 13, A. F. and
A. M.: Herman Itoiieui, l.b we.lyn Augustus Carr, Joseph Michael Harrison
and Lott L'ry Morris.

APPEAL

so

edy.

AROUSED

.a ,2.

THE HAPPV HOUSEWIFE
Who takes pride in her bread an4
cake making knows the pleasure and
satisfaction to be had by the use of
Empress mills flour. She knows her
bread will be the whitest, sweetest,
most nutritious and healthful,
and
her cakes, pies and pastry dainty,
delicate and light.

The soothing Influence of relief
After suffering from Itching Piles,
From eczema or any Itchiness of
the skin.
Makes one feel grateful to the rem-

A SUMMER PICTURE.

PAPAL NOBLE MUST NOW CHOOSE

Influence. Has Been Felt by
Many Albuquerque Readers.

Its

'3

"

SO SOOTHING.
SrtKSOiKAPH COPYRIGHT

3 o

SMPIEr'

A.

.

?r

(d

&

'

them instead of
allowing them
to be forced to
the surface
through the
skin. S. S. S. is
the greatest of

cl o

en a- -

f

While external treatment relieves temporarily it does not reach the real 'nuse
of the disease, because it does not go into
the blood. - S. S. S , a perfect blood purifier, tieutra.1i?estnese acids and humors,
and by strengthening and toning tip the
I.iver, Kidneys and Bowels, the natural
channels of bodily waste, disposes of
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Bollhoff

Mfg. and Supply Co.

,iinu.

1621-163-

'
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STEAM, ELECTRIC, COMPRESSED AIR, CAS OR GASOLINE.
Write us your conditions and we can supply your wants. Special Hoist Catalogue on application.
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THIRTY YEARS
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9

Seventeenth Street,

DENVER,

COLORADO
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KILLthe COUCH
AND

CURE

THE

LUNGS

Dr. King's
Now Discovery
WITH

ONSUUPTION

FORfjOUGHSand
OLDS

Priet

S0c$1.00
Free Trial.

barest and Uuickest Cure for all
THROAT and LUNO TROUBLES, or M0NE1 BACK.

Rio Grande Lumber Co.

General Building Supplies
SCREEN DOORS
Poth Phones.

A. H. UEYN, Mgr.

3J

ani Maquctte

ALHUOUEHOUE EVENING CITIZEN.
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Col. W. S. II '!"""!:. Renerat manager of t lie All 'i.iMT.iie Eastern, was
in the city hetiveeii trains this morning while en Miiie to Santa Fe from a
Visit to his home In Sierra county.
A brludlo !iiiI1iI"l supposed to be
the property of Mi.mi aid Ounsul, has
nuisance running
been found t be
at large. It .uniM be advisable for
the canine.
the owner to
Hev. John W. liarrnn, of Marseilles,
Illinois, the m w pastor of the Congregational church in this city, has arrived with his fami.y mid will preach his
first sermon at tbe church next Sun-

PERSONAL
WEATHER INDICATIONS.
Weather:. Generally fair tonight
and Tuesday.
ARRIVAL

School Shoes
We Want Your Trade
We offer you good reliable footwear. The kind that will stand the
use and abuse that it It sure to be put to. A good fit and neat lookYour
ing stylet. Lowest prices consistent with these qualities.
money back if you are not satisfied.
"""'"TV,
What more can we do?
GIRLS' SHOES.
light,

medium

'

or heavy

85c to $1.25
$1.00 to $1.50
$1.25 to $1.85

SHOES.
Kangaroo Calf, Box Calf or Colt Skin
length vamps.
to 12
12'2 to 2
2'2 to 5.a

I

uppers,
--

strong soles, full
v?if5ilSE3iS,

90 to $1.50
$1.10 to $2.00
$1.25 to $2.25

DEPENDABLE FOOD PRODUCTS.
Are those that have stood tbe test
of practical experience. In thin respect luv groceries we sell lire above
eren me breath of suspicion. No
brand that is at all questionable In
quality can And a place In our store.
Patrons favoring us with their orders
g
can depend on us absolutely for
the best In quality, the
best In flavor and tbe best In nutrition.
A
furn-Inshln-

,

F. F. TROTTER
o6cvmsMT

Nos. 118 and 120 South Second BC

Flnishloii Fall
House Cleaning
i

with a coat of Heath & Million's
paint over your wood work where
needed. You will find It most satisfactory, inasmuch as it will make
clean things look cleaner, and,
what Is more, make them stay so.
We also have a large stock ot lumber, sash and doors, glass, cement,
and Rex Flint Kote Roofing.

"-J

ALBUQUERQUE

LUMBER

GO.

First Street and Marquette

O. W. STRONG'S SONS
Don't Pay Cash
Well Trust You

a

Chlcaj;o

WORKS,

Iron, and Brass Casting

Ore, Coal md
Lumber Cars; Shaftings; Pulley, Grade
Ban, Babbit Metal; Column and Iron
Front for Buildings. Jt jt J J jt Jt
REPAIRS
MACHINERY

R, P. HALL Proo,

ON MINING

AND

MILL

SPECIALTY- .Foundry East Side of Railroad Track
A

j

day morning.
Mrs. Jos. I'.a'nett and party returned today from an .Mended sojourn at
Ocean Park, ('a I. Mrs. Harnett had
cottake nt (.(.- an Park, which was
the scene of nm'b entertainment during the summer.
Walter Oilrieii. a territorial cattle
Inspector, who lias been sponding several days in the city, left last night
for Wagon Moun.l. whore he was called to iook lifter a case of cattle rustling In tha: icinity.
Attorney W. H. f'hllders informed a
Citizen repi iter today that a swarm
of bees had tunned m a small shed In
his yard nl that tbe bpes had been
there for several days. He Bays that
if anyone wants them they can have
them.
E. C. Alien has returned to the city
from the lumber camps of the American Lumber company In the mountains, where he bad been for the past
month superintending tho construction of a teb phone line connecting the
various camjis.
Dr. E. J. Alger returned last night
from a trip to the Portland exposition.
On his wav home. Dr. Alger stopped
off for a short vleit at Salt Lake City,
anil he was accompanied home by his
sister, Mrs. Hrure Kinney and family.
Abraham Metzuar, the 19 year old
son of Mr. and Mrs. D. J. Metzgar,
yesterday broke his right arm while
at. play at the home of his parents in
The broken
Kanehos do Atrisco.
bones were set and no permanent in
jury Is expected.
Mrs. D. I). Coverdale, the well
known milliner, has returned from
Chicago, where she spent the summer
studying late creations In ladies' hats,
Mrs. Coverdale sold her Gold avenue
to Mrs.
Breen last
establishment
spring, and is thinking of opening another place in the city.
Mrs. A. I. Bent., who has been the
guest of her son, L. M. Hentz, of K.
J. Posti& company, the past month,
left this morning for her home at St.
Louis, Mo. Mrs. Dentz came to Albuquerque with the intention of remaining If she liked it. but she found that
the altitude was too high for her.
Mrs.
A. M. Hlnckwell and son,
Charles, and sister. Mrs. G. H. Holland, and Miss Marjorie Holland, who
were guests of friends in the city last
week, left Saturday night on a pleasure trip to the Grand Canyon. Mrs.
Halckwell.lp the wife of A. M. Black-welformerly of this city, and at one
time identified with some of the leading enterprises of New Mexico, but
engaged in the wholesale stationery business in St. Ixnils.
We aim to please both eye and palate. Look, out for first shipment of
Flame Tokay grapes. Size, flavor and
Esmeralda
beauty unsurpassable.
green label on all W. Jenks' fruit, for
sale at Jaffa Grocery company and A.

Judge Ira A. Abbott Is in Gallup appointing Jury commissioners for
county.
Dr. II. F. Copp, accompanied by his
wife, returned last nipht from a couple of weeks' visit to relatives in Las
Vegas.
K. It. I.arkin, supe: intendent of the
Las Vegas public schools, Is an Albuquerque visitor on school book matters.
Dr. V. O. Shadrach left last niht.
for a professional trip to Gallup. Ho
will be absent from the city a couple
of days.
Mrs. n. D. Borden and daughter returned this morning from an outing
of several weeks' duration on the Pacific coast.
Miss Minnie Craig has returned to
the city from an extended visit to
friends at Santa Fe.
William Mcintosh, the well known
sheep raiser, is spending a few days
in the city from his ranches In the
Chilili country.
W. E. Martin, district clerk at So
corro, is an Albuquerque visitor today, having arrived from the south
this mowing.
Walter Goebel, son of the well
known hotel keeper and merchant .at
Helen, arrived In the city on .the early
train this morning.
Ferd Snivel)', liookkeeper for the
Harvey News and curio system, re
turned last night from a pleasure trip
to Kansas City, his old home.
Jack Gibson, the hotel clerk who
went from here to the El Tovar at the
Grand Canyon last winter, is back be
hind thp desk at the Alvarado again.
Mrs. Z H. Bliss left this morning for
a
Junta, where she will be the guest
of her daughter, Mrs. Cook, for a few
weeks.
Countv Treasurer F. A. Hubbell and
Sheriff T. A. Hubbell are enjoying a
visit from their brother, Lorenzo Hubbell, of Ganado, Arizona.
Edward Pickard, superintendent of
territorial fair base
the twenty-fiftball tourney, went to El Paso Sunday
night to make arrangements with the
El Paso ball team to come to the fair.
Mr. Pickard may continue on to Clifton to see the base ball aggregation
J. Maloy.
It Is poor economy to buy cheap,
New Walking Hats, just in by exshoddy school shoes. We therefore,
do not handle this kind, but make It press, at The Economist.
a point to sell only solid, reliable foot
IVES, THE FLORIST.
wear. Tje kind we can stand back
Fresh Cut Flowers.
every pair that
of and guarantee
goes out of our store to give satisfacCOMING.
KNIGHT'S MIDNIGHT
tion. Our prices are the lowest, con- SUN. SEPTEMBER
23.
sistent with good quality, and we shall
be pleased to nave you call and exam
WHO ARE THE KNIGHTS?
ine our stock. C. May's shoe store,
314AVest Railroad avenue.
Read Tlie Economist ad today.

AT MEAL TIME
and Induce sound sleep. It has been
doing this for over fifty years and i"
just as good today. Take the hint and
try a bottie. It. cures Headache, IndiDyspepsia,
gestion,
Costiveness,
Cramps, Diarrhoea or Malaria, Fever
and Ague. Our Private Stamp is over
the neck of bottle.

Diamonds are always in order. We can talk Diamond
to you at
They are an mvetmnt, and a good investment at the prices we
selling; them. We have some exquisite Diamond Brooches, Solitaire Rings
Studs, and we are ready selling: them very, very cheap. Take a look in
store and price them.

WHILE

SLEEPING

C. E. McKee, a linotype operator on
the Evening Citizen, was bitten last
night by a centipede while he was
his night's rest. The varmint
Inflicted a bad wound on McKee's
right forearm, and the prompt services
of a physician, who was summoned by
telephone, Is all that prevented what
in a serious
might have resulted

H
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Undertaking Company,
Beth

Special Knee

MM

lim

Mil

Each

Special Mother's Friend

PANTS

WAISTS

counter heaping over with the
regular 75 cent quality at

A

bite.

Beautiful new hats for women and
children have just arrived at The
Economist.
FOR FINE FLAVORED FRUIT,
ASK FOR W. JENKS GREEN LA-

A

Any waist In the house, exclud
ing whites, worth up to 90 cents

at

50c

ach

50C

complete new line of Boys' Hats, Shoes and Caps, now on sale

HIGH
CLASS
ESMERALDA
FRUIT, AND SEE THAT YOU GET
IT. FOR SALE BY A. J. MALOY,
CO., WALL &
JAFFA GROCERY
BEL

SIMON STERN

DEXTER.

THE RAILROAD AVENUE CLOTHIER

Just received by express, a new
shipment of childiens.' hats at The
Economist.
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Heating
Water
and Hot
Steam Examine
the BEATIFUL GOODS Dlsplavco
Call and

In Our Sample Rooms

Hardware
Retail
Wholesale andPumps,
Fittings
Pipe

and
Farm Implements,
HOSE, Belting, Packing, Engines, Hollers, Steam Pumps

Harness, Saddles, Leather,
Ranch Supplies
rOff PRICES....

....WRITE

...Largest Stock in the Southwest...

WHITMEY COSVMPMMY
1 13-- 1

IB- -

11T South First

Street

North

401-40- 3

are
and
our

Flrt Street

P. LommorL--

&

like the Father of Hi Country,
second to none, and
dsi a reputation
you know, if you've tried it, that It's
the best ever burned. Its freedom
qual-ltie- e
from Impurities, its
and our fairness as to weight and
delivery, entitle us to your patronage.
Remember we guarantee 2,000 pounds
absolutely In every ton leaving our
yard. We also handle all kinds of
mill wood, mountain wood and kind-ln- .

Dealers In
GROCERIES, FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN
AND THE BEST OF MEATS.
GOODS A SPECIALTY.

Mn

Call at No. 624 Weat Tljeras Road.
Automatic Phone 109.
Old Telephone 276.

free-burnin- g

S. Beaven

Both phones.

Till!
H

2

Every garment to meet your highest expectation of superior

looked all about the
bedroom and bed for the centipede,
but was unable to find any trace of
it. The nature of the wound Indicates
that it was of unusual size and the
arm is badly swollen as a result of the

any

....Matteucci.
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The Fuehr

ALBUQUERQUE. NtW MEXICO
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212'2 South Second street.
Auto Phone, 328.

Successors to Edwards

$32

wound.
Mr. McKee

Jeweler,
may Leading
railroad avenue
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A spic, span fresh line, of new all wool auita In fancy casaimeres
and cheviots, In many different fall shapes have just arrived and
been placed on sale at from

BITTEN BY CENTIPEDE

Watches, Jewelry and Silverware

aWaTsf

Boy's New Fall Suits

STOMACH BITTERS

HAS A GREAT REPUTATION.
Th Clarkvllle coal we Bell princl-aaJl-

time.

LP

Send your boy back to his studies In new clothes. Helps out a lot,
gives a sense of "something doing," quite different from tha "go
as you please" vacation feeling. Ws are already, too.

HOSTETTER'S

DIAMONDS

P'Bi-'O'F- 'T

Most Time for the School
Bells to Ring Once More'

And Bed Time we advise everybody to

take a dose of Hostetter's Stomach
Hitters. It will strengthen and sweeten tho stomach, restore the appetite

l,

H

Sdr

Record-Herald- .

Dr. W. D. Radriiffe. of Helen, was
nn Albuquerque visitor yesterday.
Mrs. A. M. Whitcoinh returned this
morning from a pleasant trip to

the most complete house furnishing
establishment In the southwest, so
arranged that you can select anything, from the cheapest to the
best. Make a small payment down,
the balance in easy monthly or
weekly payments. Furniture, Crockery, Glassware, Rugs, Shades, Tinware, Granite ware, and Ranges.
The famous Acorn range, $5 down,
$5 a month a world beater.

Cor. Second and Copper Ave.
ALBUQUERQUE

p. m.
a. m.
p. in.
a. m.

The Outside View.
Wo envy other men who seem
To have so much that gives them
pride
milk beneath the
Ah, hut there's
cream,
There's mud below the limpid stream,
The house mny have a rotten beam,
That looks so well outside.

Do you want any furniture? Are
you thinking of furnishing a house?
Call and see us about It We have

isili

east, 8:3f)
east. 12:50
west, 6:45
west, 7:55

y

BOYS'

8i 'a

the
the
the
the

Cali-iorni-

Vice Kid, Kangaroo or Box Calf uppers;

soles; Patent Leather or Stock Tips.
5 to 8
81 a to 11
11i,a to 2

1. from
7, from
8, from
2, from

No.
No.
No.
No.

ni'il'

OF TRAIN8.

AUG. 28, 1905.

taking part In

the tournament.

LOCAL AND

I

'

MONDAY,

Fuehr,

307 West Railroad Avenue.
Day or Night
'Phones.

CHAS. F. MYERS

WHOLESALE

-

Proprietors

-

Wm. McINTOSH

HARDWARE

SOME THINGS YOU WILL NEED

Automatic Pbont 183

RETAIL,

BUY NOW AND SAVE MONEY

Ice Chests and
Five minutes to freeze.
Ths White Mountain Ice Cream Freezer "Is the Best Made."
Water Coolers, a good cheap Cooler,
Refrigerators, most serviceable, durable and most economical.
Four grades of Garden Hose to select from,
galvanized iron, handsomely Japanned, nickel plated faucet.
We have other things you will need, very best quality and all
"selling at wonderfully low prices."
moderately priced.
TY7E WANT to talk

shirts to you. We have received
a full and complete assortment of R. L. MeDonald
& Co.'s celebrated shirts. They are sewed with linen
thread with double felled seams, shaped shoulders, full cut
in every particular. We want to show you what a strong
durable shirt we can sell you for 50 cents.
We have others at 75c, $1.00, $1.25, $1.50 and up to $3 00.
Call and see the best line on the market.
Yours truly,
E. L. WASHBURN CO.

FRESH CLEAN STOCK
EVERY ARTICLE PERFECT

PROMPT DELIVERY WHETHER
LARGE OR SMALL PURCHASE

BINDERS.

COLT'S
REVOLVERS.
WINCHESTER
RIFLES.
SHOTGUNS.

HAY RAKES.

STUDEBAKER

REAPERS.

BUGGIES,
CARRIAGES

DEERING
MOWERS.

REPAIRS.

Write or Call,
and Get Price.

215 West Railroad Avenue

AMMUNITION.

and
WAGONS.

Albuquerque, New Mexico

l

